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ABSTRACT 

Electron-proton scattering cross sections have ix?en 

measured at electron scattering angles of lRo* 260, and 345 

C tar inci:lent. electron energies up ta 18 GeV. This data 

extends in four momentum transfer squared (42) from 1 GeVz 

to 2CI GeV2 and in missing mass squared (542) np to 25 GPV2. 

IJ s in q previously reported data at 6Q and 700, a separation 

of the two incl.astic fcrK factcrs has been made in the dee F 

inelar;t. ic region (X2 > 4 GeV2) for q' from l-5 to 8 GeV2. 

The transverse form factor is found to dominate in agreement 

vii.fi the expectations of various "partoni' theories (for spin 

l/2 partons). Ceterminaticn of the inelastic fcrm factor W 
2 

allowed an investigaticn cf the question of *'scaling+* i-e. 

that VW = F(v/qZ) in the deep inelastic large q2 region. 
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Scattering experiments invclving a weakly interacting 

probe particle are extremely fruitful because of the ease 

with whi.ch the experimental rCSU1t.S can be interpreted. 

%hen the bombarding partic.fe scatters because of a single 

interaction process the experiment directly wasures the 

pro%ahility oi c transferring a c~ua.ntum of energy and momentum 

to the target material. Constituent particles in the target 

are revealed in the data ky causing the energy transfer to 

be a function of the magnitude of the momentum transfer. 

In the scattering of high energy electrons from target 

nuclei with charge z, the interaction strength is of the 

order Za, with o! = “l/137", The electron in addition i. 2 

interacting with the csnipresent photon field and produces 

radiated photons with a Frckability on the order of 

20!/7rLoyfp/m~), where y2 is the four momentum transfer 

saudred an,:! m is the electrcn mass. For high energy 

electron scattering from hydrogen the measured cross section 

c<?n be corrected for the effects of its coupIIing to the 
. 

radiation field and otherwise the parameter a! appears to be 

sufficiently small so that the dominant process is the 

exchange of a single photor. 

The process of elastic electron - pr0to.n scattering is 

studied by exazining the "elastic peak" in the electfort 

scattering cross section that cccurs for the energy transfer 

v e~~ual to ?.“/ (23) I where M is the proton aasc, ElaStiC 

scattering can te parameterized ky two fOrIt factors &hich 
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are functions cf the momentum transfer 42, Measarements of 

elastic electron - proton Scattering for high energies begun 

bY Hofstadter and collabcratcrs at Stanford' and continued 

up to momentum transfers of 25 GeV2 at SLACII hawe shown 

t h a t the fo fm factors of -tile pL-otun* s charge and 

electromagnetic currents are rapidly and smoo-thfy falling 

with increasing momentum transft2r. If we interpret the form 

factor as the fcurier transform of a spaciaf density 0E 

chaccje or current, t,kl is means the proton's charge is not 

concentraten at a point tut rather evenly ext<+nded over a 

small region (radius of the order of 10'13 cm), 

This picture of the proton as an extended structure is 

in keeping with basic noticns of its composite nature -- for 

example of it being CUllJ~ClSEd. Gf 3 cloud of interacting 

"bare" protons and pions, However it may be advantageous to 

think of the prcton as being ccmgosed of other constituents 

(quarks perhaps) in the satre way that low temperature E?eQ is 

best thought of as a system of kE?akly interacting phcnons 

and rotons, rather than as a system of rather strongly 

interactinq Helium atcms, I-iowever in the case of liquid 

Yelium the phonons an3 rotcns are plainly evident xhen slow 

neutrons are scattered frcm the liquid, The neutron - 

2ielFtim atom interacticn is effectively weak so the 

excitation spectrum can be directly measured. An example of 

the actual exFerimenta1 atei32 is shown in Figure l- The 

excitation of phonons is characterized by the linear 
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dep'ndeoce of 1, on q, v = qc where c i. s the velccity of 

sor~ad (240 m/set) - Fcr higher q, rotons are excited with 

v = A + W-a,) 2/I+&l - 

From the data pre.SellttSd here on inelastic eleCtrOIl 

protoll scattering no such clear cut evidence for quark - 

like constituents of the pfotcn is present. That is, there 

iS no definite quasi - elastic peak Ior line) in the 

inelastic cross section data as a functim of q and v,, 

ilowerever certain aspects cf the data are very suggestive of 

some sort of interpretaticn in terms of constituents which 

seem to he pointlike, This is called *'scaling" and refers 

to the fact that for large q2 and v, the inelastic form 

factors vW2 and 2MB1 are a Cunction only of the ratio of q2 
-4 

to v. .'jcali.ny comes akout naturally if the .Froton were 

composed of pcintlike ccnstituents with mass m, since the 

c'ross section would be ccncentrated along a line with 

32/v = 2n! J being spread out somewhat by internal motion 

within the protcn, 

The possibility exists that diffraction processes are 

masking a quasi .- elastic Feak, The questicn can really 

only he resolved experimentally either by measurements of 

electron - neutron inelastic scattering or by direct 

measurement of the diffractive channels in electron - proton 

inelastic scattering. 

This is a report of inelastic electron scattering 

measurements ccnducted at SLAC in November 1558 using the 
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SLRC 8 CeY spectrometer at anglEs of 78, 26, and 34 degrees, 

Previously, measurements were made at ho and 100 3~4 where 

scaling was first observed. Eeasurements also have bee t! 

previously repcrted frcm la50 15. T.n all cases the data 

covers a range of energies with the .initlaf energy limited 

hY the maximun accelerator energy and the seccndary energy 

llown to ahout 2C% of its maximum (e.lastic peak) vafne, 

The discovery of scaling has prcmpted a large number of 

interesting theoretical works toe numerous to attempt to 

list 'here, One may optimistically hope that someo.ne map 

yain SO!lle insight from this to a solul?le theory of strong 

interactions, 



CHAPTER 2 --- DESCRIP?ICM OF THE EXPERI~~3T 

The experiment consisted of the scattering of electrons 

Of el-iercJy E from target Fzctons into the sraall solid angle 

and momentum range accepted by the spectrometer, which is 

set at an angle 8 an a energy F1, The measured cross 

section, which wilf be dencted ky duR&dfidES tc distingnish 

it ircm the radiatively ccrrected cross secticn is defined 

by the following formula, 

d"RAD 
d&lE' (E'E'ye) = N in n(.kAEt, (1) 

where N is the number cf scattered electrcns for Nin 

i.nci.dent electrons, n is the number of target Frctons per 

cm* and {AtiZAE1) is the sgectrcmoter acceptance, 

The radiatively corrected CfOSS section i s bY 

definhtion the cross sectica for the scattering prccess 

calcufated -to lowest crder in Q, This quantity is 

proportional tc the elec-trcEagynetic current tensor ok the 

proton % 
(see appendix R) I where y&J summarizes the 

electromagnetic structure cf the proton, The tensor w 
PU 

can 

be reduced to two scalar quantities {foria factcrs) % and 

KJ I which are functions cf two variables usually taken to be 

transfer, P 
P 

is the four mcmcntnm of the? target proton, and 

;"I is the proton mass, -9.383 Gel!. Other important kinematic 

parameters are the missinq mass* i+* =-(~73]2 which is 

slightly more convenif?nt tfian v, and the quantities x and w, 
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These are expressed i% ter!cs of E, Pa, and 0 as fol.lows: 

qz = 4EE'~i.n' e/2 

v=E-E' 

d=lVF + 2.Mv - q2 

x = q2/(2W 

w = l/x 

(2) 

The experiment was designed to alloy the separate 

determination of t'ne two fcrm factors over a large kineiratic 

range, This is accomplished by measuring the cross section 

at two or more angles at the same values of q* anil Hz, The 

position o-f a rneaslilred pcint can be convenientlp plotted on 

the 32, q* plane as shown in Fig. 2, AIL1 the measurements 

at one angle span a triangular region in 42, 32 space= Each 

measured line with F and 8 constant would be a straight fine 

on such a plot. The intercepts of this fine with the g* = 0 

axis and the line ‘ri = W arE given by 

w2 =M? +2ME 
max 

9",ax= 
4E2 sin2 e/2 

1 +$ sin2 0/Z 
131 
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The curve x = ccnstant would fie a straight line passing 

through the point q* = 0, tj* = f-l*, 

For the three .lcwest energy 18-degree liR%S t.ile data 

points are ClGSC?lY sFacEd, Tn the kinematic region W < 2 

GcY, the cross section shows resonant s-tructufe as a 

function of missing mass, so for these lines the 

spectrometer settings were cverlapped and events witbin the 

spectrometer acceptance were binned in missing mass in order 

%o obtain a continuous misEiny mass spectrum of the c.ross 

section, Outside of the fescnance region the variation of 

the cross section over .the Epectrometer acceptance is not 

significant and the entire acceptance was used, yielding a 

single cross section for each setting. 

The cross section was seacured for the three anglee -- 

18, 25, and 34 degrees -- for E and Pi values throughout the 

range shown in -Fig. 3. This is due to the necessity fOK 

making radiative corrections, which requ.ire knowledge of the 

entire behavior of the measured cross section as a function 

of R and E' for a given angle, The r2.idiativ.e correction 

procedure yields the corrected cross section for all the 

measured E, E' Faints at that angle, 

The measured cross sscticn, in addition -t G being a 

function of E, E', and 6, depends somewhat on the nature and 

amount o-f material before and after the point of scattering, 

Efforts were made to minircize the total radiation 1enqths of 

material in the ;3akh of tDe incident av.d scattered 
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electrons; in fact, most cf the material consisted of the 

small amount cf target hydrogen itself, Because of the 

electr~n~s small mass it can radiate a considerable fraction 

Of its total energy during ccllisions with the atoms in a 

material, 

Background electrons were detected that Wffe not the 

result of scattering frca the liquid hydrogen, These were 

due to scattering in the walls of the target cell or in the 

vind ow on the scatterin, chamber (the only material. besides 

the target hydrcgen within view of the spectrcmeter), and 

also due to processes creating electron-positron pairs. The 

former is taken into acccunt by measuring the ~~055 section 

fOK scattering from an empty target cell (dummy target 

measuremen+) and subtracting it, Pair creation processes, 

mair:Ip no ---ye+, , were taken into accoll-nt by Eeasnring the 

cross section fcr detecting Fcsitrons in the spectrometer, 

subtracting the dusmy target background frcm this, and 

subtracting the result which rdas assumed equal. to the 

electron background origirating from such charge-symmetric 

proc3sses, The Fositrcn tackground was only significant for 

9' small compared to E, However, dummy target runs were 

usually made for each spectrometer setting, were usually 

mada for each s&ectTcmeter setting, 
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3-7 f3eam 

The Stanford Finear Accelerator is a 2-mile-long 

asse!mbly of disk-loaded COpper waveguides, 5 Disk loading 

des-trnys the symmetry of the waveguide structure to 

translation alcng it5 axis and allows transmission of waves 

with axial electric field having a phase velocity near the 

velocity of light, Electrons are injected at one end in 

short bunches, cccupping 50 of @iase interval relative to 

the traveling rf wave and are accelerated by microwave power 

(2856 MtIz) surp3..j.ed hY 245 klystron amplifier tUbeS 

positioned along the accelerator at 40-foot intervals, The 

klyStrORS are operated ir two modes, Wacceleratf? and 

'qstandby", to achieve energy control, wi-th each klystron 

capable of contributing rcugh3.y 90 MeV to the electron bealn 

energy. 7: n this experircent the accelerator team energies 

ranged fro3 4-S GeY to 18 CeY. 

A high-power modulator supFlies each klystron with 2,5- 

microsecond long 250-kV pulses with a maximum current of 260 

A, The repetition is If0 pulses/set, Electrons are 

accelerated for only I,6 xicrcseconds during each pulse. A 

phenomenon known as beam f;re?likupfj limited t--he peak beam 

current in the accelerator to 55 mll. 

The beam pulses frcr3 the accelerator structure CITF 

channeled into the varicus experimental areas in the beam 

switchyard, The beas into the spectrometer arfa is first 

deflected a small. amount (G.50) by pulsed magnets, then bent 
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120 in a series of bending aagrets and passed through a set 

of high-power momentum-defining slits, The slits were 

typically set to Fass a 1X range in momentum, The mesa 

momentum of the beam is defined by the heaa switchyard to an 

accuracy of +O,S%t ?he switchyard beam-transport system is 

made achromatic by a second 120 bend with a quadrupole 

placed midway between, The quadrupo3.e focuses the dispersed 

momenta which are then reccmtined in the second set of 

bending magnets, 

Quadsupofes and st.eeri.ng magnets allowed fQCUSi.TKj and 

afigr:ing the beam on -the target. This was done With the aid 

of 3 fluorescent ZnS screens, two mounted at distances of 53 

feet and 10 feet. in frcnt of the target, and -the third a 

distance of 5 feet behind the taxget, The screens in front 

of the target were retractakly mounted inside the beam 

vacuum system and were ncrnally out of the beam path except 

for alignment checks. 'Ike third screen behind the target 

was permanently mounted in the air, Typically the keam was 

focused to have the shape of an ellipse with height 013 cm 

and width 0.6 cm, The last quadrupole had a~ aperture of 3 

in. and was located a distance of 332 ft before the target, 

This limited the angular divergence of the beam to less than 

f0.4 mr, The direction of the keam was known to +0.3 mc by 

rending the position of the beam spot on -the fluorescent 

screen. 
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The maxinun; curreat through the switchyard energy slits 

was about 30 m3, OC rGUghlj' 3 X 101' @lE?CtP3TlS F'r FUlSee 

This maximum-intensity beam was feqnired only for runs at 

high secondary energy ana large pl where the CLOSS section 

was very small, other wise, the beam current had to be 

decreased t 0 limit the counting rates i n the fastest 

counting electrcnics circuits, 

A Lucite block mounted on the end of a phctcmultiplier 

tubs was placed in the vicinity of the target. This served 

as a Cercnkov detector responding to the instantaneous flux 

Of beam-produced partiClC?S and Was used to monitor the 

relative constancy of the team current, The accelerator was 

“tUPed’f _ / t0 prcvide a flat toI? current pulse as much as 

possible 1 in order to minimize the instantaneous particle 

rates, 

The primary incident beam-chargs monitors we.re a pair 

of toroidal transformers (tcroids) with the electron beam 

forming the primary winding.7 'fhese devices were internally 

ca.librated by a single turn of wire carrying a precisely 

determined charge to si.muIate the beam, Previous 

experiments have involved extensive checking cf one of the 

toroids used with a Faraday CUP I which has shown no 

disagreement a ,t the 1% le9el, Several comparisons of the 

toro-i?s with the Faraday cup were made during the experiment 

as checks. Tbc incident beam charge measured .b,y the twc 

toroids always agreed tc within 0,5"8. 
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3.2 Target 

The CjleGtrORS were scattered from liquid hydrogen 

contained in a T-026-cm diameter circular-cylindrical cell 

with 0.003-inch rlluminum walls, The cylinder aXiS WF3S 

vertical ana the 13eam rassed through t he cell along a 

diameter. An identical empty target cell was mcllnted kelo w 

the fIllI. target and used to measure the scattering coming 

from the target walls {dummy target measurement). 

'The beam deposited roughly 2 IvIeV per incident electron 

in the target hydrcgen, At maximum current and repetition 

r n t 0 this is an average Fewer of 35 watts, In earlier 

electron-scattering experiments at SLAC this had caused a 

reduction of the target density, either due to Jzoiling of 

the hydrogen around the bean pzth or tc fcrmation of a 

cylindrical shock wave along the beam path during the l-6 

p set duration of the FUl.5.e. To prevent the former, the 

hydrogen in the target was forced to circulate around a -ring 

by a ssal_l motor-driven fan, The target Dydragen, 

maintained at atout I atm cveryressure, was driven thrOl.Iqh 

the scattering ce 11 and UP -through a heat exchanger, A 

large reservoir of ‘liquid hydrogen aksorhed the heat from 

the heat exchange and gave the system thermal stafcility. 

Before the data taking began the circulating target was 

tested to see if the target density was reduced at high heam 
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intensities, f t was checked that the calculated cr.'oss 

section was independent cf &am currer,t, spot size, and beam 

pulse length, As an additional check OR the target aensity 

the SLAC I.+GeV spectrc!Eeter was used to measure the cross 

sect ion for detecting prctcns from elastic scattering at 

fixed proton lBO~C2T3tUiTl and angle, The Only variation 

expected in this cross section after correction fcr counting 

rate effects is <dU+? tc a reduction in -the target density 

caused hy beam bating, The c.ro,cs sfction was measured at 

lOU current for every ini-tia1 energy tc prcrviae 

normalization, No significant target density reduction was 

observed with the l-4 Ge9 spectrometer used in this way and 

no target density ccrrfcticn was made, 

The hydrogen was in a two-phase system, liquid in 

equilibrium with vapclc SC t&e hydrogen densi.ty is determined 

by temperature, The temperature was measured ky measuring 

the hydrogen vapor pressure in a sixall bulb placed i-n good 

tbnr ma1 contact with the target hydrogen. The average 

temperature Wi3S 20,6OK. However, deposition of energy by 

the beaw and refilling cf the hydrogen reservoir caused 

short-term temperature variaticns OR -the order of l*K, This 

causes a 7,7% uncertainty in tbe liquid hydrogen density. 

3-3 material in the Eeam Eath 
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Recause of the elcctror's small mass, the acceleration 

caused by collisions with the atoms of a material can cause 

the electron to radiate a large fraction of its tota 1 

en erg y1 The probability of an energy loss occurring by this 

psocess (bremsstrahlung) depends on the amount of material 

measured in radiation Iengths, The radiation length is 

defined by Fqu. A,II-I,-J, Energy degeneration can also be 

caused by radiation cccurring during the large-angle 

scattering- The details cf the radiation problem are 

discussed in the appendix, However, in an apFroxiwate 

sense, a scattering with xcmentum transfer 4' from the 

electron is equivalent as far as radiation is concerned to 

passage of the electron through t/2 radiation .ftngth of 

material before the scattering, which takes FZace with no 

radiation, and passage tbrcugh a further t/2 radiation 

length. t is called the equivalent radiator and is given by 

formula A,T,lfj. This equivalence P E exact only for the 

limiting case of soft phctcns, 

For y2 = 1 GerJ2, the equivalent radiator is 0.066, The 

total. radiation length cf material. .in the t-earn path was 

small. compared vith this number, Assuming the scattering 

takes place at the center cf the target in an average sease, 

that is, including half the target hydrogen before and half 

after, the total radiator before was O-0052 r,.l, and the 

radi.ator after was 0.0724 r-1. For the target bydrcgen the 

radiation length was taken tc be 847 cm, 
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The higcjest contributors to the total radiator were 

first 0,0102 1.1. frcn; the target hydrogen and aluminum 

target cell WiIldQWS, O,OC78 r-1, from the aluminus 

spectrometer SFectscmeteL entrance window, and 0.0018 r-1. 

from 21 inches of air afccg the h;ath of the scattered 

electron, 

3.4 Spcctromet~r 

The SLAC 8-GeV spectrcmeter as shown scheEatical.ly in 

fig, 7 coxsists of two Lending magnets and three quadrupole 

magr.ets, The SpeCtrCmeter was designed to allow 

determination cf the Fcmentum of particles coming from the 

target from a knowledge of tha vertical. position a't a Flane 

of the particfe*s trajfctcry after passage through the 

spcctrometec's magnetic flemeK?tS, An array of narrow, 

horizontally oriented scintillation detectors Qhodoscope) 

COWred -the mcmentum aeasuring plane. Similarly, the 

SpCXtrOEetG?r allowed determination of the horizon-ta1 

scattering angle of a particle from the target with the use 

of a single array of vertically oriented hodoscoFe counters 

at the horizontal angle-Eeasuring plane, The mcmentum 

hodoscope was 11,938 cm across in the vertical direction 

divided int,o 40 bins by the counters. ?"he momentnm 

hodoscope plane was tilted at an angle of 14-70 with respect 

to the spectrometer hcrizcntal Elane. Variatio-as in the 
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vertical an.7l-e at the target had no effect on the partic'ie's 

vertical position at the mcmentum hodoscopc (#Ofccus), The 

theta hodoscope was 68.5 cm wide in the horizontal. direction 

and was divided into 54 bins, Variaticns in a particle's 

horizontal coordinate at tte target were focnsed out at the 

theta hodoscope, 

Both bendicg magnets tent vertically {each 15q a The 

entire spectrometer, including the shielding around the 

particle dctectcr area, soEta 750 tOTIS total weight, was 

mounted on rails and Eivoted afcund the position of the 

target, There was a systeir of taut wire pOSitiQn SQnSQrP 

that aUowed moni-toring the position of each of the magnetic 

C?femeRtS* An online computer program converted the measured 

wire displacements to relative novementk of the magnets, and 

ccmpa.red with tolera.nces established for the 8-GeY 

spectrometer-8 This chec?r was done after every novement of 

the cpectrometer to a different angle and the dispfacements 

of the magn-r?ts cbserved were always within tolerance, 

The current versus fief3 curve of each magnet had been 

l2C?ilSURd using WP1R, varying the currents in a standard 

degnussing CYClc-?. only the bending magnets showed 

appreciable saturation, The central mcmeotum of the 

spectrometer was set by setting the currents in the magnets 

using the standard degaussing cycle, The magnet currents 

were monitored ty reading the vcltage across prec~ision shunt 

resistors in series with the magnets. The actual task of 
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adjusting the Fewer suFFlies was handled hy an online 

comp!ater program that ccntinucusly mooit.ored the shunt 

voltages and changed the Fever SUFp.~y OUtFUt CUE.rC?IitS until 

the desired shunt voltages were obtained, 

The spectrcmeter was designed assuming ideal magnetic 

elements and calculating the transformaticn of particle rays 

by -the spectrometer to seccnd crder in the deviation fron: 

the centra3. ray, In the standard central- ray coordinate 

system notation 9 x o~yo,~,,t&,,i3, are the coofdinates of the 

ray at the target and gsyre,@r6 are the coordinates at a 

definite z position fcflcwing the last magnetic element, for 

instance, at the m c m e n ,t u m h’Oa0Sc0pe position, The 

transformation cf the Initial ray at the target to the final 

=aY was calculated to seccnd order in the small quantities 

The actual perfcrmanco of t.he spectrometer was measured 

in d series cf o.ptics tests conducted in November, 1967. 

This result-ed in very small correction factors to he applied 

to the magnet CUrrent. settings to achieve the desired 

cent ral ray ar,d the desired quadrupole focusinq, Th e 

transport coefficients were determined from these 

measurements, and it was fcund necessary to change the 

effective field strengths cf the three ideal quadrupoles in 

the first- and second-order model in order to reproduce 

exactly the measured results for the coefficients (x1x0), 

rxiy), I and ty 16 ()) m 10 Also, these coefficients vere found to 
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be slightly energy dependent. The measured theta dispersion 

(xje,) changed ky 1,2X frcn 3 GeY to 8 GeV, The measured 

momenkum d'rspersion (y!S,] changed by -l-8% frcm 3 Gev to 8 

GeP, 

For the calculation cf the acceptance, a first- and 

SC?COnd-OJCdt?r model was assumed that reproduced identically 

the measured values cf (xix,], (xfOO), and (~16~ > at 3 GeV. 

The parameters of the model are given in Table 1, and the 

resulting transport coefficie.nts in Table 2. 

The 8-GeV spectrcmeter was used in the elastic 

electron-proton scattering experiment Of Kirk et al,13 

However, the spectrometer was modified afterwards by the 

ins-talla-ticn of lead apertures to more sharply define the 
, 

acceptance and %O simplify tflf acceptance calculations, 

Thus , as far as the acceptance is concerned, the earlier 

elastic measurements ueKE independent. Elastic CTZUSS 

sections were measured tc ccmpare with previous measurements . 

as a check against a normalizaticn error, 

The acceptance was calculated in two different ways tc 

check the program mechanics using the same mcdel of the 

spectrometer as a starting Feint in each case, In one 

method rays were randcmly generated with a uniform 

distribution in x ,,~,,~,,?j, space and transported t.hrough 

t. h e spectrometer, A check was made at each of the limiting 

apertures to see that the ray could successfuffy pass. 

Succe?ssful events were placed in hodoscope counter kins, 
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TABLE 1 

Model of 8 GeV Spectrometer, P = 8.008 GeV 

* drift from target lm 

* spectrometer entrance window 

- drift 1.2995 m 

. quadrupole Q81 (1. 026 m, a = 13.97 cm, 7,551 kg, vertically defocusing) 

. drift .352 m 

. aperture 1 (circular, Jx2 + (y + . 24)2 < 13.023 

. drift .6165 m 

. quadrupole Q82 (1.336 m, a = 19.3675 cm, -10.823 kg, vertically focusing) 

- drift .9610 m 

. l/2 bending magnet B81 (1.8135 m, 7.5’, 19.267 kg, vertical bend) 

. aperture (-19.21 cm < y < 34.47 cm) 

. l/2 bending magnet B81 

. drift .3863 m 

. aperture 2 octagon, 1 yJ < 16.5 cm, Jx c14.5 cm, ly1<24.6 cm 1 - Ixl 
- 18 2 . cm 

1) 
l drift .5387 m 

. bending magnet B82 (3.627 m, 7.5’, 19.267 kg, vertical bend) 

. drift 1.003 m 

l quadrupole Q83 (1.336 m, a = 19? 3675 cm, -7.319 kg, vertically focusing) 

l drift 4.197 m 

. theta hodoscope (-34.29 cm x < 34.29 cm, 54 bins) 

’ drift .555 m 

. p hodoscope (-5.969 cm < y K 5.969 cm, 40 bins, tilted 14.7’) 
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TABLE 2 

xO eO $0 

8 GeV Spectrometer Transport Coefficients 

x at theta hodoscope 

y, $J at momentum hodoscope 

x0' eo, $os po at target 

Y() = 0 

% 
2 

xO xoeo xo+o xo6o e2 2 2 
0 eo@o eo6o @o $060 6o 

X o 0383 4.3060 D 0001 0 0393 -. 0009 -0 0163 .OOOl 

Y - .0139 -2.9070 -. 0002 -0 0003 0 0003 0 0001 * 0009 

u3 -1.090 o 2034 0 0002 -0 0004 -0 0001 -D 0008 .0012 -0 0026 I-.0506 1 
, I 
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which resulted in a distribution of events proprtional tc 

the acceptance of @i3Ch tin, The total. acceptance 0.f the 

spectroixeter Was Limited by lead masks bcunding tile 

hodoscopes, 

The second method of calculatiag the acceptance acrked 

with individual p,e hodcscoFe bins, where such a bin is a 

smaLL region in the 5-dimersicnal =aY space with tile x 

coordinate at the theta hodcsccpe in the range Ax, and the y 

coordinate at the molaentu= hodoscope in the range Ay, YO was 

taken as ZG?lTO and xO was given a fixed value whi.ch was 

averaged over in the final step- 7% us, rays in a particular 

p,e hodoscope bin hfiVt2 essentially one degrerc of freedorc 

which can be taken as qo. The situation is illustrated in 

Fig. 8, The limiting values cf: q. for the bin were found 

by a trial-and-error procedure, uhere q. was varied while 

checking the ray at abl the limiting apertures, The 

acceptance of the bin was calculated using t'he formula 

4 
Omax 

-Y 
f 

J 
a@,, e,) 

@ 8 (Y, x) dGO 
Omin 

The Jacobian is a kncwn function of xIylx rY # qlo, given by 0 0 

1 
3 

0 
:; -- 

0 
ae ayax 

0 aa0 
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where the derivatives are calculated using first- and 

second-order transport ceefficients. 

The second method of calculating acceptances had the 

adv;lntaqe OVC7I the Mccte Carlo IfEthOd for accurate 

calculation of the very snafl acceptance of a Acdcscope bia, 

sine e t 0 ach.leve the necessary large number of Honte Carlc 

successes in each bin was very time consuming;, The twc 

methods agreed to 0.6% fcr the total acceptance witb no .bin- 

by-bin deviaticn discernikle within the Monte Carlc 

statistical error Of 3%. The result iOX the to-ta 1 

acceptance of the spectrometer was {Ap/p)Asl = 25,40X10+ SC, 

and for the acceptance of the sestricted hodosccpe, p bins 5 

thsough 35 and - kins 4 -khzcugA 51, the KeSUlt was 

(AP/P)AJ-u = 21,04 x 10-e sr, The momentum range accepted hy 

the restricted kodoscope was rcughly Ap/p = +l.57% and the 

t.heta range Was roughly Aeo = +6,00 lnr, The momentum 

.resnlution of the hodoscope was Ap/p = +.05X zinc! t. b e theta 

resclution was A0 = +,15 mr, 

3,s Particle Detectors 

The primary tack of the Farticlo detection system was 

to detect electrons vith high efficiency aad to discriminate 

with a large rejecticn factor -the non-electron backyrcund, 

consisting mostly of picns, This vas accompfished using a 

total absorption shower ccu~ter (TA counter), a threshold 
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gas Cere-nkov counter, and a system Gf three sc.intillation 

ccrunters used tc count the numkes of particles produced in a 

l-r, 1, lead sheet (the dE/dx countex), 

TWO large multi-segmented scintillaticn counters 

covering the entire acceptance (front and rear trigger 

counters) were used for fining pTl3ZpOSeS W The trigger 

counter signa.ls, when in ccincidence with the Cerenkov 

signal in the fast lcgic circuitry, was one definition of a 

likely electxon event. 

The -two arrays of hCaCSCOFe scintillaticn counters (55 

tile-t a and 41 momenturrl counters) provided ncnentum and 

arngixlar r~SOlUtiC~* POT most of the experiment this 

resofution WdS not usfd Excel-t to define the spectrometer 

acce ptan cc?, Normally, all events with p kin in the range 5 

to 36 and 8 bin in the range 4 -to 51 were added together tc 

yield a single number for tke cress section, The hOdOSCOpe 

counters and the trigger ccunters were the saEe as used in 

the elastic electron scattering experiment of Kirk et al.11 

The TR courter consisted of 16 one-r.3.. sheets of lead 

interleaved with 16 l-inch thick slai;s of Plexiglas in a 

sandwich arrangement. An incid,-ent high-energy electron 

FroJuced a cascade efectrcmagnetic shower in the lead 

containing many fast elsctrcns and positrons which make 

Cerenkov light in tt?e FlExiglas. Each sheet of Plexiglas 

was viewed by fcur RCA 63403 photomulti~lier tubes, which 

had their high voltages set for equal output from each tube 
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for a standard fight source placed in good optical contact 

with the center of the Flexiglas sheet, 

The anoae signals frclf all tRe photomultiplier tubes 

we ce linearly a 3~3 e d . This ccmbined TA output Froduced an 

appcoximately Gaussian pulse-height distribution for 

electrons, The EOSi Frobable TA pulse height was 

proportional to the energy cf the incident electron. At 2 

Gev, ihe most probable Fulse height for an electron was 85 

chmnels above Fedesta.1 {ZEIO) and the Gaussian sigma was 

approximately 10 channels, Fions produced a peak a.bout 16 

channels above Fedestal corresgcnding to the pion making 

light along a single fast particle track in Mach sheet of 

Plexiglas, An expanential tail extended to bigher channe 1 

TlUutbC?rS and ccrresponds to the Fion interacting in -the 

material of the counter, Froducing additional fast 

particles, A? a mcmentum of 2 GeV about 3X of all pions 

produced TA pulse-heights g+eater than 55 channels EibOV+Z 

pedestal. 

The Cerenkcv counter ccntained Freon gas [CC1,'F2) at an 

absolute pressure of 45t mm Hg- Bigh-energy elects0.n s 

pr @ii uce Ccrenkca light in a narrow cone about their 

direction of rlmticn, This light was collected and focused 

onto the face o-f a photomulti~lier tube by a large low-mass 

parabolic mirror [made of aluminum-coated polyethyfene) 

covering the rear aperture of t h e counter, The 

photcmultiplier tube (RCA CSG 132) had a high photocathode 
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quantum sfficieacy of apprcximately 30%;, 

The nn~~;er of Cerenkcv light FhOtOTlS 

suncAion of the ve.locity cf the Far-tic1e, 

N = Nmax 
n2v2 - 1 

(n2 - 1)v2 

where N Illax is the number cf Fhotcns produced 

preduced is a 

when v -1 and 

n is the index of refraction of the medium, Bssuning 7003 

fight collection, and a 45-inch Fath length, a hiqh-energy 

electron was calculated to Frcduce an average of 300 photons 

at kbe photomuPti.pliet tulce face and an average of 30 

phot~oelectrons* There is a threshold for .production of 

Cerenkov light at v - l/n, For FiOrlS this was calculated to 

AE? 3 a momentum cf 3-7 GeV, The Cerenkcv threshcfd for pion: 

Y a s measaren to be 3.3 GeV. 

At a spectrometer mcaectua of 2 GeV, the CG?Kf?KlkOV 

counter efficiency for detecting pions was found to he 

rol.qhly 1x, while its electron detect.ion efficiency was 

close to 100XI It ap_cears that the roechanisn responsible 

for pion rletection kc?lOW CC!?XnkOV thrr?ShO Id -i s the 

proG?uction of a fast secondary electron which then 

accompanies the pion thrcugh it-e terenkov CCJUllteK* This 

occllrs in material scuiewhcre in front of the counter * 

probably in the lead aperture-detining masks, 

The dE/dx counter system discriminated against pions by 

requiring initiation of an electron shower in a one-r.1, 
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thick lead sheet. Particles produced at small angles in the 

initial radiatcr acccnpasied the incident partic.le through 

three scintillators @akin< light fxlses proFortiona1 t c 

ionization energy loss (JE/dsr), R high-energy &article that 

did not interact in .the initial radiator made a light FilfSG 

distribution in each scintillator corresponding to the 

Landau distribution 12 of dE/dx lcsses for a single minimum 

ionizing fast particle, An e.lec tron with rather high 

pr0kabil.it.y (O-7 to 0.9) prcduced addition91 particl.es .i n 

the initial radiator and caused larger-than-minimum ionizing 

pulse heights in each of the three scintillators. A n 

electron event was rcquirfd to have a large pulse height in 

all three scintiflators. Inaseuch as the Landau tails of 

the p.llS~ hcigtlt distributions produced by a Fion in the 

three scintillators were ccn~letesy independent, having 

three scintillators instead of OAF! WGuld cube the pion 

rejection of the system, 

The dE/dx system was Flaced in front of the TA couctor, 

There Was some correlation tietween signals in the two 

counters for picns, since if a pion interacted in the 

initial. radiator it had a greater probability of Eroducing a 

large TI: pulse keight, For example, a sample ot 11300 Fions 

a t 2 GeV rnoinentum were detectEd in the TA with probabitity 

Pl r 0,03 and i n the dE/dK system w it h FrObability 

P2 F 0.03, Twenty pions, cc 0.2% had both the TR and dE/dx 

requirements, which implies a correlation c = 5'3, where C is 
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defined by the equation, 

P12 = PIPz(l - C) -tPIC 

The efwztron act-tection efficiency cf the aE/a x was not 

correlateij. witk t. h a t c f the TA, since whether or not the 

electron interacted in the initial radiator its tctal energy 

ended up in the shower ccunter ana hence it Froduced the 

same TA pulse height. 

J-6 ElE?CtrOniCS 

The primary fast detector signals were phototute anode 

pllls~?s coming frGill the TA CCUntet, the Cerenkov count+?r, and 

the fr ant and rear trigger conP1ters* The TA COUI3ter 

contained 64 Fhotcmultiplier tubes, the Cerenkov counter a 

single tube, and the triygcr counters each contained 5 

tubes, The anode pulses were carried separately cn low-loss 

coa~xial cables from the spectrcmeter to the experimenters* 

control. room (ccunting hcuse) WhiCh c0~t~i~~a all t. he 

coan-king eiectrcnics and the crline computer, 

The 64 TA counter photcmultiplier tube signal pulses 

were linearly added to jFrsduce a single signal pu.lser fed 

into ,?iscriminator 7214, as shown in Fig- 10. The pulses 

from the five-segmented trigger counters were separately 

channellea into discriminatcrs (Cl-IO) and the o-rltput pulses 

combine6 in logical CB circuits to produce a single front 
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Fig. 10 
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trigger pulse (CRl) and a single reaf trigger pulse (OR2) = 

The discriminators DlY, C28 (Cerenkov counter), and Cl-10 

had 'i2-nsec output pulse lergths- 

A likely electron event (event) was definea on the 

basis of fast logic performed on the QutFut from the 

discriminators IJ14, C28, 061 and OR2, An event gate pt1lse 

re23mea if there CCCUXKed either a D14 pulse or a 

coincidence hetucen D28 and (OF? and oe2) -- IC5) * This 

event ga-te Fulse Was fanned out to discriminator 

coincidence-~iscrinifiator (X0) units receiving input froic 

the hoiioscope counters, The event gate pulse acted as a 

strobe -to interrogate the state of the hodoscope counter 

discriminators and varicljs discriminators in the fast 

electronics (electroEi.cs flags), Other imFor-tant 

information a.bout the event was the digitized pulse height 

of the signals frcm the IA ccunter, the Ceren kov counter, 

and the three tfE/dx scintillaticn counters, A 50-nsec pulse 

was generated by an event and served as a coincidence gatr 

for the signal pulses ccning from these coun-ters in linear 

gate and stretcf-er units {ZES) that FreGeded the analog-*o- 

digital converters, 

A latch-type flip-f.7~~ (rapid kill. flip-.f.l.cp) was set 

bY the t2Vt?llt. pulse and reset immediately before the next 

beam pulse was due to arrive, The event pulse also set an 

interrupt flag in the ccmFuter which caused the computer -tc 

read-in the evect infcrmaticn waiting in the buffers, The 
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tota?, event icformaticn was stored in 12 24-bit words, and 

it included the folfcwlng: 55 theta-hodoscope counter bits, 

41 mcmentum CtUnt6?r hcdcscoEe bits, pulse-height channel 

numbers for the TB, Cererirca, and .three dE/dx ccu.nters, and 

various efectrcnics flag kits, The total .number of events 

was recorded on a scaler, However, not ail of these f?vel-lts 

triggered a readout if mere than one event occrtrrcld per beam 

pu.lse, 

The fastest counti.ng rate was in the frcnt trigger 

COUllter discrininator and was norma1.3.y kept l~elon ahcut 2 

MHz by limiting the incident beam currert, High counting 

rates, correspcnding tc large cross sections were obtained 

at low E', HAT&, typically, the Cerenkov counter (C28) rate 

was a factor Gf 10 less than the front trigger and the 

shower -CO?KKlter fD74) rate was less than the CGrenkoo rate. 

The event fate was Xeit kelcn about 0*3 per Fulse by 

limiting the Learn currert, At this average rate, rouqhly 

85% of the events trigger a ccmFut.er readout of all event 

information, 

The pulse height frcna the TA counter for an incident 

electron is proFcrticnal to the energy of the electron, The 

D74 discriminatar threshcld was set high enough to avoid 

triggers from very small TA pUlSeS which were probably 

~ionsm At E* = 1 GeY, scmf electrons prcduced pulses lCZL?S 

than this threshold, Roweverl these would cause a c5 

coincidence and not be lest. The e-vent logic was chosen tc 
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avoid a large number cf event triggers caused by the pion 

background at lcw E", 

3.7 Data Recording 

AZ1 the information necessary to analyze the data Vi35 

written on magnetic tape. This included the status of 

individual counters and Pulse height infcrmation for each 

event trigger, the energy, spectrometer momentum and angfe 

for tkc run, the target type, the scaler and keam monitor 

readings before and after the run, the spectrometer magnet 

shunt voltages, and typed-in comments about the IZUTn. 

Fssentia.lly aI1 'the infcrmation content of the experiment 

was recorded on the data tape arc! the experiment was *jplayed 

hacktT many times i.n the course of the offfine analysis. 

An online C.DS-9300 ccmguter perforned ,the data-logging 

funcztion as its highest-yricrity task. An event trigger set 

a high-priority interrupt flag in the computer causing the 

program to branch t-0 a subroutine that read the buffered 

event information into tl?e ccmputer core, The event 

information was placed in 12 24-bit words which were 

combined into blocks of 366 words to be written on magnetic 

tape- The event-logging cperation was done rapidly enough 

to be completed in ,the time available between machine pulses 

(3 msec), For the remainder of the time the computer 

program was in a .loop, servicing lower-priority interrupts 
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as time allowed, 

The event trigger alsc set an interrupt to branch to an 

analysis program. This Frcqram was quite sophisticated but 

the sampling fraction was cnly 25% for the 'highest oven t 

rates. Cross sectio.nc were calculated for YZlriOUE 

definitions of a good electron event and histograms were 

built up, showing distritutions of the TA, Ceronkov and 

rfE/~lX counter pulse heights for varicus samples of events, 

and particle distrihuticn aczocs the hodoscope counters. h 

scope unit and line printer allowed display of selected 

prot3ram information during the run and at the end crf the run 

a large amount cf informaticn akcut the run was dumped out 

in a fixed format on the lice Frinter. 

Most of the contrcl cf the experiment was channeled 

.%hr0 Ugh the colfputer, for example, starting and etoppinq of 

r II n s an d setting the SFECtrClfEteZ magnets, The Scope 

display system a.11owea the experimenter to immediately 

inform himself Of the status of any of the computer- 

co.ntrolied functions, 
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The data tapes were read and analyzed on an IEn-360-9 1 

comp~uter, The analyses corlsisted of two stages; in the 

first, the ClZOSS SeCtiCil for scattering from hydrogen 

defi.ned by formula 2.1 (radiated cross section) was computed 

from the information on tte tapes, ThiS CTZOSS section 

includes effects of hiqher-order electromagnetic processes, 

e* rJ '1 photon radiation, The second stage is the radi.ative 

COrreCtiOn which is done, angle by angle, usinq all the 

measured cross sections at a Fafticular angle, 

A run is defined as an accumulation of event data 

caused by passage of E? 
in 

i.Fcident heam electrons through -the 

target, for a particular initial. beari? energy E, spectrometer 

central' angle 1 spectrcmeter energy Ey, and target type. 

The yield of electrons for a YZUII was ol:ta.i.ned flIClll the 

nuabes of C?Ver,tS satisfying certain regoirements (good 

electrons) based on the el~ctrcn-discriminating Froperties 

of the counters, Three definiticns of a good electron event 

were US&l with successively greater reject ion of UOIl- 

electron particles but also with successively decreasing 

electran detection efficiency, 

Definition a: The TA counter pulse height, that is, the ADC 

channel_ number, was required to be greater than a certain 

value {T& cut). For a Fure Eamrle of electrcns, the TA 

pulse-height dietrihuticn 34as Gaussian with mean and 

variance (cr2) proportional to the electron energy, The TA 
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cut was placed 2,8cr beicw the position of the man (peak.1 

of the electron distrihuticr, sc approximately 99% of the 

electrons produced a pulse la the TA larger than the cut, 

The number of Fions contamiratisg the yield was estimated 

from the number of events having ?!A pulse height in a small 

lainfiow lcr wide immediately telow the position of the TA cut, 

Approximately 7X of tile total number of electrons uere 

expcted to have pulse heights in this range, and the rest 

were assumed to be Ficns, The numbes of pions with pulse 

height qreater than the TA cut was calculated from the 

number of pions observed in the ICT window .by assuming the 

pion pulse height haa a falling exponential fora, 

Calculation of the pion contamination in this Way 

ma in .t y SC?KVed a 5 a quactitatioe check that. the pion 

contamination wa5 small, The ccrrection was geriera.1l.y less 

than AR, and the largest fu31 targe-t correction yas 4%, 

A correction was Bade for the inefficiency introduced 

by the TA cut wb.ich was rclrinalfy l%, This was done for all 

funs with good statistics (greater than 100 gcod electron 

events) by fitting the okserved electron peak in the TA 

pulse-height distributicn with a Ga ossia.n ana using this 

analytic form to calculate the nuwker of electrcns fal.ling 

belo-w the TA cut, It gas fcuna possibls to make fits to a 

Gaussian that were satisfactcry in a chi-squared sense. 

.AlSO, it was checked that the calculated yield was quite 

indcFendext of the TA cut, even for inefficiency corrections 
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as large as 30%. 

Deiinitiorl b: In additicc to the TA cut # events were 

regxlired to have Cerenkcv counter pl.lses larger than a 

miaimun level. (Cerenkov cut). The cut was such that 97% of 

a ptl?X clectrcn sample ~rcducfd pu'lse heights qreatizr -than 

the cut, The yield was ccrrected for the 3x inefficiency 

introduced. 

Definition c: fn additior? tc tke requirements of b, the 

mjnimum pllSC? height frclr the dE/dx scintiflaticn counters 

had to he larger thar! a certain va Iue fde/dx cut), The 

distribution of minimum dF/dx pulse height for an electron 

sample showed a Frcminent Fcak corresponding to a single 

fast E?lectron passing thrcugh the three scintillators, and 

less distinct seccndafy Ffaks at approximately 2,3,4 times 

the pulse height of the first Feak, evidently corresponding 

to the creation in tfie initial. radiator of additional 

Farticles. The dE/dx cut was Flaced in the first valley of 

the minimum dF/dx pulse? teiGht distribution, The efficiency 

of the dF/d.x system used in this way, for a pure electron 

sample was O*fjO&, 0,741 and Cm799 at secondary e.lectron 

energies of 3, 2, and 3 GeV, It was found possible tc fit 

the dE/dx efficiency as a functicn of E* by a pclpnomial of 

order 2 in l/E'* The three parameters of the fit can br? 

taken as the valnes of the efficiency at 1, 2, and 3 Ge.V as 
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The dE,/dx efficiency was ccnsiderrd uncertain by 1*5-s, 

SO yields calculated on the kasis of Definitior? c have this 

additional ~rro1: added linearly. 

All. good electron events WelIE? required to have the 

front-rear trigger counter CCinCidenCG? circuit (Cl) flag 

set, Also the event was required tn show a hcdoscope bit 

pattern corresFocdi.ng tc the Farticle passing u-nambiguously 

through the range of momentum counters 5-36 and the range of 

theta counters 4-51, Corrections were zade far Cl 

inefficiency {typically 1 to 2%) * and for ambiguous or / 

undecipherable bodoscope Fatterns (typically 7Y), 

The total spectrometer acceptance defined by ,t h e 

hodoscope was (Ap/p)A,I= ;1,04 x 18-6 ST, The'crcss section 

was also co7,cufatcd for Each TUD, ignoring the hodoscope 

information and using the calculated total acceptance o‘t the 

trigger counters, 25-40 x IC-6 sr. The yield for this cross 

section did not require an ambiguous code correction acd for 

kinematic regions where the cress section was slowly varying 

Over the spectrcmetef acceptance, which bJas the usual case, 

these two cfoss sections were found to agree typically tc 

I%, 

The yield was corrected for computer deadtiBe, that is, 

events not logged on tage, ty multiplying by the ratio of 

the number of events recorded on a scaler to the number of 

events actually fcund on the data tape, This ccrrection Was 
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less than 20% and is consi<ered we.11 knowr, since it just 

'represents an unbaised sa8fEling fraction, 

For each line the definiticn of a good electron a, b, 

OK c was chosen on the kasis of agreement between the three 

yields* The least restrictive requirement was Freferred in 

order to maximize the number of good events and hence the 

statistical accuracy, However, the point on a line where 

two yieI+ds began to diEagree because of pion contamination 

was the point ubere the acre restric%ive requirement kegan 

to be used, 

For each run a cross sfcticn was ca?.culated using the 

formula, 

where M is t. he CGrreCtEd electron yield, ApA(n is the 

acceptance, n is the cuaber of protons/cm2 in the target 

hydrogen, and PIin is the nunber of incident electr0.m for 

the run, 

For the three lcwest erergy 180 fines OI-llY, the data 

were tairen with spectrcneter settings overlapped tb produce 

a continuous CICSS secticn spectrum in the resonance region, 

In this case the spectrc~eter acceptance was divided into 

missing mass bins using the p and 8 hodoscopes,and the cross 

sect ion was calculated for each bin. The bins Vere set uF 

with an E' Midth at the central angle oi 0,002 times the 
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secondary elastic scattering energy at that angle, This bin 

width is larger than the recclution of the spectrometer and 

Wi3S selected in order to decrease the statistical errors 

while still adeguately resclving the resona.nce missing mass 

s-tructure, The missing energy bins glere constructed to be 

symmetrical in 8 about the spectrometer central angle. 

For somE? cf the runs an acceptance correction was 

necessary because 2 alufiinum MM%? probes in the spectrometer 

bendi.ng magnets Were accidentally leit projecting into t. h e 

active aperture of the sFectrcmeter, The effect of these 

probes was measured and f0una to be small t,ut energy 

aepenflent, This energy dependence was fit by a fOSn! 

a + b/ET2* The l/E32 texm is attributed $0 multiple 

scattering of electrons outside the angular acceFta.nce in 

the aluminum of the prcbes, This correction was 4,5x at 

71 '= L. 2 GeVand3,3%atE'=4GeYW For cross sections w.it.h 

a probe correction the errcr i 5 increased by 1.5% added 

linearly, 

The final neasused CICSS section for scattering from 

hydrogen was calculated frcm the full. target cross section, 

subtracting the dummy target cross section and the reversed 

spectrometer Folarity CIGSC section (positron cross 

section) 1 and adding tlze positron dummy cscss section, 

Generally, the dlllfiil~ CSGSS section vas measured at every 

setting, but the positron and positron dummy cross sections 

were insignificant except at the lowest F1' pcints. The 
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Largest positron background occurred for the highest eReKgy 

180 li,ne* For t.h is line (E = 18 Gev) at El = 2 GeV, the 

reversed polar-i-ty cross section uas 27X of the full target 

CKOSS SeCtiOn, at F' = 2.5 Gev this percentage was 11% and 

at El = 3 GeV it was 67, 

The ratio cf dummy to full target cross sectioxl was 

usually in the range 10 tc 20%. This roughly agrees with 

what we would expect if the high q2 YirtUal @lotoas were 

absorbed independently by the nucfeons in the aluminum and 

Mylar that constituted tke dummy target and if the nc?utroI! 

cross section WE?ft? SCE@ fraction Of the F-roton CSOSS 

section, The ratio of ~rotcns/cIP' along the beaa path of 

the dummy target to that fcr the full target was 0,0‘3 while 

the ratio o-f nucl.cons/cms @as 0.17, Thus we would erpect a 

dummy to full ratio in the range 0,09 to 0,17, 

The final aeasured CICSS section is the CKOSS section 

for scattering from a prctcn allowing radiation of photons, 

and it depends somewhat on the radiation Zeagth of the 

target and other material before and after the .pcint of 

scaP.tering. The seccnd stage of the data analyzie ~equirea 

a.1 1 tile measured c.ross sections at a single angle as input 

and yielded radiatively ccrrected cross sections, which are 

the (theoretical) cross sections for: -the electrcn scattering 

process calculated -to frHrst order in a, that is, corrected 

for the known effect of higher crder in a! processes, These 

include radiative prccessss occurring before and after -the 
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scattering as well as radiation during the scattering and 

electrodynamic correcticns to the electron-photcn vertex and 

the Fhoton propagatcr, 

The radiative correction formulas are discussed i n 

detail. in the ,Appendix, The relation of the radiatively 

corrected cross section to -the measured cross section is 

given by formula A-V -5 cf the Appendix- The integrals in 

this formula require kncwledge of the corrected cross 

section along a line of constant E and a line of constant Ei 

in the E,E' Flane {fcr fixrd 19 ) so values for the 

integration must be SilFFlied by in%.erFolating and 

extrapolating the already ccrrected cross section from tile 

I7 31 iJI - points where the cress section is actually measured, 

The corrected ~~05s sectica: values when iWfZC?EpOlatG?d arnd 

extrapolated th.roughont the triangle according .t 0 tile 

particular scheme chcsen, have the Froperty of satisfying 

Eqs A,V.S for the E,E' values of every measured Faint. 

There wer f two main difficulties in making the 

radiative correction, Cne is that the cross sections were 

not determined at a sufficieatly dense set of E,E1 points 

particularly in the rescnance region, so that differen-t 

reasonable methcds cf interFclation OK extrapolation of the 

cross section within tte triangle could produce at some 

points a considerable variaticn in the result, The 

sensitivity to the method cf interpolation-extrapolation was 

investigated and ORSY thCSe data points fOl: which the 
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corrected CfOSE sect ion Si3.5 independent of the me2hod to 

within one-half of the errcr bar were included in the final 

results, 

The second difficulty is due to the approximate nature 

of Et-J, A.V.5 in the first place. The radiative tail from 

inelastic hadronic transiticns is only approximated in terms 

Of the two one-dimensional integrals over the corrected 

cross section. core accurately it is expressed as a two- 

dimensiona.3. integral involving the t WC form factors 

"1 (cJ~~W~) and W2 (q2,ti") in a different combination from 

Y2 + 2 tan2 (9,'2) WI in which they appear in the CTOS s 

section, The peaking aFfroximaticn reduces the two- 

dimensional integral -1: 0 two one-dimensional i.ntegra.1.s and 

what can be called -the factorization approximation allows 

the inteyrand in these integrals to be expressed in ,terms of 

the cross section, 'Ike validity of the peaking- 

factoriza-tion approximaticn has been tested for different 

modc.ls of 12 1 and W2, and cn this basis the Farticular form 

for the equivalent radiators used (formula A.V,7) was 

SeLS!CtC?d, The Feaking-factcrization approximation is only 

valid to the order of 10.3, so Eq. A-V-5 can be used only as 

long as the erfcr introduced in this way is tolerable, 

There are also theoretical uncertainties about the 

effect Of LCUltiFle Fhcton radiation. ROY@V@El these 

uncertainties are parameteriaed by the limiting soft-photon 

energy kl appearing in AIV,5 and defined by fcrmula B.V.9, 
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For photon energy helow kl, multiple photon effects are 

taken into account, assuming the photons are soft and have 

no effect on the electron frcm which they are emitted. FO?I 

photon energies above 5 al.1 mu1tiFl.e processes are _ 

neglected and Only Single FhOtCn radiatic.x-3 iS allowed, PY 

varying kl by replacin,g the 113 aplzearing in formula A-V.9 

by other fracticns from 0.2 to O-8 the sensitivity tc 

multiple photon effects was tf3t~a, The corrected cross 

sections generally changed very little and at mcst ky 2 tc 

3%, 

There are also theoretical uncertainties about the 

effect of radiation frcrr the proton and the final hadronic 
> 

s-ta'te, 'For the case of radiaticn frcm elastic scattering, 

tilic, L effect can be estimated and it results in about a 155 

:increase in the radiative tail at the pcints with highest 

mcmentum transfer to the FrcZon, However, most of the 

radiative tail comes frcn hadrcnic transitions with low 

momentum transfer SO this uncertainty is thought to he 

smaller than cr ccmparalzle to that introduced by the 

peaking-factorinaticn aFFroxi.mation, 

the radiative correction increased the errcr of The 

measured cross recticn due to uncertainties in the 
b 

subtracted radiative tails, Fcrmula A.V.5 can be written as 

f c?.llows: 

d- 
iiziF= 1 - ELASTIC TAIL-INEALSTIC TAILS 

I 
t 1) 
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The error'was calculated using the fcrmula, 

+G(ELASTIC TAIL)2+ G(INELASTIC TAILS)2 
I 

(2) 

T he elastic tail was assignfd a 3% uncertainty ana the 

inelastic tails given by the two integrals in A-V.5 a 10% 

uacertainty. The formula 2 fcr the error reglects the 

correlation between the firs-i terms in Ey, 11) and the 

subtracted integrals, so it is ccrrect only for large values 

of the parameter AE* in A.Y.~. nor the purposes of err5r 

propagation AE' was taken to be the interval between 

measured points along a 1ir.e. For 130 this is tasically 0.5 

Gev, except for the three ccn-tinuous SpeCtra where it is 

0,002 x E’ 
ELASTIC - 

For 2iEo and 340 it is O-25 GeY. ThE 

actual radiative.ly corrected cross section was not dependent 

‘0 n the choice of AE' fcr sufficiently small. AE". For 

exa.mpl.e, the last pcint cn the 2601 13 GEY line changed by 

0-2s as AE* was changed ky a factor of 4 from 7-l MeV to 4.5 

FOX larger angles tEe radiative COrreCti5R became 

slightly smaflex. Fcr 130, the largest radiative correction 

occurred for E = 17 Gel', E' = 2 GeV, At this pcint the 

e.1asti.c tail was lE% of tl-.e aeasured cross section and thf 

total radiative correcticsn factor was O,SY, The C?L-r0r bar 

was increased by a factor 1,Il f;y the radiative co.rEections, 
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At 260 the l,argest radiative ccrrection, at E= 13 GeQ, 

1 = I-75 GeV a1 was c,-lc with the elastic tail 11% of the 

measured cross section. The error was araFlified ky a factor 

l-23, At 340 the largest ccrrection was O-78 at E = 15 GeV, 

3' '= 1,5 GeV with the error areFlified by a factcr 1,15, At 

that point the elastic tail was 11% of the rzeasured cross 

sect ion, 
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The inelastic electrcr-protcn cross section data have 

certain qualitative features that a'2lou the definition of 

three separate kinematic regiEes in the q2- 512 Flarae, These 

regimes are characterized by three types ok Z;chavior that 

can be thought cf as analogous tc the behavior cf the cross 

section for electron scattering froB an atom. First, there 

are resonance bumps in the cross section at fixed vaZues 0.f 

missing mass W which seem tc be the result of transitions of 

the proton to qaasi-discrete higher energy Txcited states, 

These bumps are evident C?JlY for %72 GeY. The form 

factors for these transiticcs are decreasing raEidly with q2 

3.ike the elastic fcrm factors-13 Second, for large 9' and 

w 3 2 GeV there is a smooth ccntinfuum cross sccticn which is 

anafcyous t 0 the cross ssc-ticn for the process of knocking 

out orbital electrons frcm an atcm, Tf effects caused bY 

the identity cf the incident. E?l.ECtrOllS ritt; the atomic 

electrons are isnorEd, the continuum cross section from the 

single ioaization FrCCeS.5 would be given ky a sum of 

contributions from the individual electrons ir! the atom, 

each with WI and U2 given by E.17. Since the electron is 

Fointlike, GE2 ="$ = 1, Gcing over to t.he variables 

x = q"/[2Mv) and v , where M is the mass of the atom, we 

would have 
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where m is the electron Bass and Z is the number of 

electrons in the atom, 

The Qlectrcn-proton ccntinuum CfOss section for q' 7 9 

GeV.2 has this type of behavior in that vg2 and q2/viJ1 appear 

to be t.hc saw function cf a single variable q=/v J albeit 

not a delta functicn, This is the principal result of the 

SLAG inelastic elect 1GR scattering experiwents and is 

referred to as scaling. 

The third type of behavicr occurs for high energies 

VT'S G ev and sfialf L c* 7 1 GeV2, t-hat is, near the 

photoproduction region, There diffraction production 

processes seem to dominate, The term dif!fraction bore is 

used to describe processes analogous to the pair proauction 

processes that dominate Fhctoprcduction from an atom at high 

energies. IR the case of electrcn Ecattering froE an atorc 

for q" -0, single electrcc icniza-tion is not pcssih.le since 

the' energy transfer to the atomic electron, given by 

v = q2/2m, must be zexc. As CJ* increases, the probability 

of diffraction-type ~roces,ces raFiAly decreases re.lative tc 

ionization processes, iina the atcm begins tc look like a 

ccllection Of independent electrons, The diffractive 

character ,of the data ir. the photoproduction region is 

evidenced by the apparent aFprcach 0.t cr to a costant for 
T 
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large v, 

Diffraction behavicr of u T disagrees with scaling 

behavior, i.e. I if VW2 is a functicn of q*/v, then ~~5.5 

falling like l/v for small g's so the tW0 regimes Can 

loqically be separated. Similarly, resonance behavior is 

not a special case of scaling behavior, that is, resonance 

bumps do not occur at a fixed value of q*/v- 

The large angle data eRiSt principally in .the deep 

inelastic region, namely, w > 2 GeV and 42 > 1 GeV*, where 

the scaling behavior first observed at sma1l.e.r angles+ would 

be Pxpccted, The structure fuactions cTand uSdefined by 

R. IO were separately deternined at cross-over points in this 

region where cross secticn data existed from 3 or more 

angles at the same values of qz and %a, The CICOSS section 

divided by I? as a function of is fit to u T + Eo- s" Figure 

11 shows plots of do/dadE*/r versus E for the 3 cross-over 

points, The d&ted s-traigh-t lines correspond to 1 standard 

deviation changes of CT and CrSu~ and down from the best fit 

values, The best fit to the data in each case is a straight 

line centered between -the two dotted lines. The so1ia curve 

is a global f it to all the large angle data that will .be 

discussed in detail la-ter, .I t corresponds to a constant 

ratio of crS/cr * =R = 0.15, The data indicate that R is small 

in the deep inelastic fegicn and consistent with the value 

O,lS* 
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. 

Be expect cn very gencraf grounds tOat scaling ho,lds in 

the limit 42, y- -*Q) 
* Assuainq a small value of fi, the 

quantity vH2 extracted frcn the large-angle data for W > 1-e 

Ge Y was found to roughly fall on a universal curve as a 

function of a single variable x = q*/{2W). Lt was found 

that the univerEa7,ity of vHz could be improved, particularly 

for small_Pr %I values, ky another choice cf the scaling 

variaSle than the quantity x, This neY oariakfe is 

XI = q?/(q*+Sz+a-M.Z) with a 2 pf2, The quantity a was 

alfo:ded to vary and it was fcund that vI~~"J~~= 15 for the . 

large-angle data with W > 1.8 GeV was most uriversal for 

a = O-96 GeV2. Linearizing the dependence of ~8~ on a for 

small. variations in a, -the chi-cguarsd error matrix gave the 

error in a to t;~ f 0-08 GeY2, 

Plots of all the large-angle data for w 3 1.8 GeY 

versus x1 are shown in Fig, 12, The solid curve is a fit to 

-the data for the case I3 = C-15 and fcr compariscn the same 

CUfVC? iS pfctted for e = 0 and I3 = 0.3 as well. 

StatisticaLly the "3 data for P = 0,15 is perf+Xtly 

consistent witk a single universal curve depending on x', 

The chi-squared for the fit uas 119 fur three parameters and 

186 data points. Only 7 ct the 186 points were more -than 2 

standard deviations from -the fit, Since vgz seems to have a 

Simple -threshcld behavior at x1 = 1, the fitting function 

was chosen to tie a Fclyncmial in (1-x') with as fen terms as 

possible, The fit shown was obtained with three terms, a 
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cubic term, a fcurth-order term, and a fifth-order term, as 

fo.llows: 

VW2 = P(l-x1) = C$(l-~~j~+C~(l-x')~+C5(l-x~)~ 

c3 = .557 

c4= 2.1978 

c5 = -2.5954 

The CKOSS secticn is given aCy 
du a2 cos2 e/2 2 2 

-=- P(l- x') 
dJ-ME' 4E2 sin4 0/Z 

1 + 2tar12 8/2(1+v /q ) 
1.15 > V (3) 

This tit ob.tained fKOiQ the large-angle data als c 

represents Very Well -the 60 and 100 cfoss secti0.n data in 

the deep inelastic region 42 > 1 GeYz, W >A.8 GeV 0ve'T the 

range of the fit O-8 > xp > O-1, For the 114 6* pain-ts in 

this kinematic region the tctal chi-squared was 114, For 

the 1172 100 points the chi-squarrd 43as 91, 

Figure 13 shows the dfEendence of vW2 on W for constant 

w .= (2Mv)/q=* The sclid curve is the fit to the universal 

curve I?(l-x') s The point q* = 1 Gel32 is indicated on each 

graph, The main difference between the co.ntours 

X = const.ant and x' = ccrstant ccmes in the regiopl of I_cw W, 

where there are resonances, Along an x9 con tour the 

resonances appear to average out, while along ati x coatou~r 

the resonances are consirtently high. for high Y the 

difference between x and x1 disappears, Scaling in the 
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variable x holds only for T-r > 3 Gev; for lower W i. he tails 

fr0lln the TC?SOIli2ilCQ regicn SEQnl to rn.akQ the ddta high 

relative to the W--o0 liEit. Fcr q2 < 1 GeV2, v'nl 2 seems to 

f a 1 1. below the asymFtctic limit. To the accuracy of the _ 

present data, the asy;oytctic scaling limit seemes to be 

rEached for W > 3 GeV and 92 > 1 Gevz- 

If we evaluate the ueiversal. curve fi-t given by P(7-x') 

in the rasonance region we attain the interesting resul-t 

shown in Fig+ 10, The universal curve seems to go through 

the average value of the rescnancfs and the Flastic peak, 

although the elastic peak is net shown on these graphs- 

Conparison rdit& the 6 and 10 degree data shows the sale 

strikirtq behavior, that the uni.versa:l curve as a fu,rtction of 

X' seems to pass in an avErage sense throug'n the resonances 

and ,tfie elastic: pczak, Elcca and GilElnl4 d isc11ss the 

significance of this. 

Fsom an empirical staadpoint the x1 ccntour is 

siqnificant in that it alfows a better deterniaation of the 

q*-CrJ VW2 scaling functicn frcm the data at finite q"- VW2 

can he fit as a universal function of x only fer H 3 3 GeV. 

The universal curve is then cbtained on3.y in ths range of x 

from o-1 to 0°C. this EUIY~ is shown in Fig. 15 along with 

the universal curve obtained hy fitting vP2 to a fllncticn of 

X' for W > 1.E GeV, ?he universa.1 curve oktaioed from the 

x1 fit extends over &he range cf x9 from 0.1 to 018, 
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A method was used tc interpolate the cress SfCtiOTlS 

from each angle w.ithin the qe - iti2 triangle that depends on 

the universal {xl) kefiavicr of vW2 in the deep inelastic 

refi. on an? su3zsta.ntiaH.y reduced the error bars, refining 

the determinaticn of R, Essentially vW2 was averaged for 

constant x'. To cbtain the cross section at a particular 

pcint q2*x' first intergclated cross sections were obtained 

for that same value cf x3 along each line, A fine 

corresponds to cne of the icitial energies fcr a particular 

angle. Then, assuming a small value of R, vTal 2 was 

calct3lated from the i.nterFcl.ated cross sections fr0Ul each 

line, and these valu.es were averac;ed, Finally, using the 

assumed value of R, the average vba2 was used to calculate 

ihc interpofated CfOSS secticn, OD,ly data in the deep 

inelastic region W > 7.8 GeV and 532 > 1 GeVe were used in 

this procedure. Statistically vbi2 appeared -to he 

fluctuating as e.xFected abcut its mean value in the 

averaging process. 

Typical Flats using interpolated data are shown in 

Fig, 16. Again, the sclid CU3ZY%? represents the global 

universal curve fit given ky Eq. 13). The errcr bars are 

greatly reduced hut t&e chi-squared distribution for the 

straight-line fits was quite gocd, which indicates that the 

e.rro r bars od the interEclated cross sections are not too 

smalf, Twenty separaticns of "-T and 73 
WelYE? made using 

interpolated data, For these twenty fits the quantity 
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{X2- nD) /Jzr;-, was always less than 0.7, nD is the number of 

degrees of f.rEedom of the fit and a standard chi-squared 

distribution has mean nD and variance 2nDS 

This interEclation ~rccedure depends on a T! assumed R 

YZllUt3, but investigation shoved this to have a small effect 

on the outcome -for an assumed R in the range 0 to 0,5, 

The ratio cf oS to o is T alvays sma3.1. Taking into 

account systematic errors it is felt that '3 = uS/uT is in 

-the range -05 tc O-3 in the deep inelastic region, The data 

are not accurate enough tc indicate any kinematic dependence 

and an adequate fit is tc a constant value of R near O,lS. 

The separated values cd o- 
T 

and 
S 

are summarized in 

Pigs, 17 and 18, Figure 1-I shows CT and cs for constant 

q2 = 1.5, 4, and 8 GeV2 as a function of br'a CT v* At 

42 = 0, i-c,, photoFroduction, as is zero and aTfalls from 

about 140 pb at W = 2 GeV tc abcut 120 ,ub at W = 4 GeV, The 

SOlid CUrPe is Ercm universal curve fit given by formula 2 

of -this chapter, which assunes 5 = 0,‘15, 

These measurements shcw aTand asdo not ccnform to the 

usual hehav.ior cf strong interaction t0ta.l cross sections as 

functions of enErcJy* At q' = a Gf?V2 UT is increasing with 

energy quite far outside of the resonance region, TheSe 

conclusions are not affected by other definitions 0% the 

virtual. photo.n total absorption cross sections, for example, 

by using -the definitions given in formula 3.72. 
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CRAFTEB 5 --- RFSULTS 

Figure 18 shows the dependence cf a;r and cS on qz for 

constant 8, The low 42 Faints represent measurements at 

1 l 50 done earler by Lbs SLAC-MIT collaboration,35 No 

separation was possible, kut a-t this small angle e is near 

1, so the cross section in proportional o- to- to T s' Again, 

the solid curve is from the glctal universal curve fit which 

assumes R = c),15, Cn such a leg-log plot the slope of the 

u curve T indica*es that it is falling like l/q* at the 

highest qz, q2 = 10 GeV2, 

The most interesting result of the large angle 

measurements is the deternination of the universal curve 

over the region 0.1 < x < O-8, Figure 19 shcws log ( VW2 1 

plot.ted against 109(1-X’) under assumption of different 

values of R, VW 2 iS ccnsistent with a simple (1-x') 3 

ttlTXShOld dependence near x1 = 1. On the basis of a field 

theoretic parton model, Yan and Cre.1115 predicted that the 

universal CU!ZVE? would have a threshold dependence given by 

(l-xlP I where p + 1 is the inverse power of q characterizing 

the 92 -m bekavior of the elastic form factor, i-S*, 

GM --ll/q)P+1- 

This type of behavior cf tke deep inelastic continuum 

has very interesting ccnreguences, If we assume tha,t the 

elastic scattering is given by the usual dipo.le form, then 

VW2 -(2.793)2 q2 
IELASTIC 
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,St appears that t I! Q .resonancEs show a sirrti.lar q2 

dependence to that of -the elas-tic peak, so that 

vw2 I RESONANCE 
- + a($ - MY) 

If we assule a {l-x) J th&hold depf?ndence of the 

universal cu.rvE, we have in addition 

VW2 CONTINUUM 

Thus, the elastic peak, rescnances, and t be inelastic 

continuum may all be asymptotically falling with the same 

power of 42 and the continuum kackgrcund wems cct to have a 
: 

much slower falloff with yz than ei?her the resonances or 

the elastic peak- 

3lrorn a thecretical staedFci.nt, certain moments of the 

universal curve are Farticufarfy interesting, Ta -the parton 

theories17 the folllawing integrals appear: 

s 
1 - - 

F(x)dx = ch;xi . 
0 i 

s 
1 ;/- - 

0 
F(x)?= z h; 

i 

where I? fx) is the asyrnFtctic vW2 curve, hi is the charge of 

the i-t.h partcn, and x. is 1 its fractional longitudinal 
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momentum in the infinite mcmentnm frame, If onl.y integral 

charges are allowed, the second iategraf rEpresents the 

average number of charged ~artcns and hence must be greater 

than 1. 

Figure 20 shows the behavior of vB2 at constant q2 for 

4" = l-5, 4, and 8 GeVzS The solid curve is Fjl-xl) given 

by formula 2, The data for ‘32 = 1*5 GeV2 was used to 

evafnate numerically the integrals (3) over the partial 

range x = 0.1 to 1, The rQEUlts were 

1 
VW2 cd 

lq2=l.5 
= .156-I 2% 

The errors reflect only the variation in ~8~ caused by 

varying R fro% 0 tc c*3* The statistical error is quite 

small and t&e o-verall systematic error of * 5% is not 

included, Extending the range of the data by means of the 

fit to the cress secticn given by formula 4311 +heSQ 

integrals were evaluated at q2 = 4 GQVZ and 42 .= 8 GeV2, 

the results are summarized in the fcllowing -table, Again 

the errors show only the variation in vX 2 caused by varying 

R frcm 0 to O-3, 
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42 = l-5 q2 = 4 q2 = 8 ------------I---------------------------- 
s f ? 

vWzdxl -156 A 2% ,141 * 6% ! = 130 -3: 10X t 

,i 
-------------- i ------------em- I ---------w---- 

s vW2--i -563 .+ 25 i *r.30 3 7% 1 I 
-509 * 10% I 

I ~-----,---------- 
1 

I ---------M----v -------e--w- I 

The sma.21 value of the quantity chf coming from x in 
i 

the range 0,~ t0 7 a0e+: ret necessarily imply existence of 

fractional. charges since it is no-t at all clear that the 

contribution ccming from x = C to 0.1 is even finite, This 

a will be finite if, and cnfy if, vGJz - x 1 as K-4 # with 

cl > 0, The whole matter is obscured by the possibility of a 

substantial contribution frc~ diffractive processes in the 

small x :rqiun, which shculd not be included in the parton 

sum .ru'Le, There is certainly a diffractive component at 

smaif 9.2, and how much cf .this remains at higher 42 to mask 

a FGSSib’le quasi-elastic peak is perhaps the most 

interesting question at this time, 

.IEn Tah.ie 3 are listed all the Zarge angle cross 

sections with hi > 1-a GC?V, The data are listed line by 

line, starting with 180, then 560 ana 340. The disposition 

of the data points in the kinematic qz-b,'z plane is clarified 

by referring to Fig, 2, 
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TABLE 3 

- 

6 

‘eg) 
= 
18 

26 

- 

17.000 

4.494 

E' 

C-9 
- 
2.250 

2.000 

3.500 

3.000 

2.500 

2.000 

4.780 

4.500 

4.000 

3.500 

3.000 

2.500 

2.000 

5.500 

5.000 

4.500 

3.940 

3.500 

3.000 

2.500 

2.000 

7.000 

6.500 

6.000 

5.500 

5.000 

4.500 

4.000 

3.500 

3.090 

2.500 

2.000 

8.ooo 

1.500 

7.000 

6.500 

6.000 

5.500 

5.000 

4.500 

4.000 

3.500 

3.000 

2.500 

2.000 

2.ooo 

1.800 

d2m/dCldE' 

to-35 cn?/sr-Gev) 

7600. * 430. 

1000. * 450. 

1879. * 54. 

2413. l 75. 

!593. * 93.. 

2510. * 120. 

460. l 15. 

572. * 17. 

179. * 44. 

957. * 36. 

1036. * 50. 

1229. * 65. 

1330. * 130. 

160.6 l 6.3 

284. * 10. 

409. * 16. 

512. t 23. 

604. * 32. 

630. * 40. 

751. l 41. 

801. l 99. 

19.86 t .so 

49.2 + 1.9 

93.0 * 3.6 

135.8 + 5.6 

118.2 * 1.7 

208. l 15. 

263. * 21. 

306. l 28. 

315. + 23. 

417. * 49. 

533. * 74. 

7.08 * .35 

15.17* .56 

29.9 * 1.1 

44.8 l 1.1 

64.3 l 2.6 

86.9 * 3.4 

101.1 * 7.4 

122.8 + 9.4 

145. l 12. 

173. + 16. 

191. * 20. 

239. l 31. 

271. * 54. 

1410. * 67. 

1518. * 61. 

1 1.905 

L5.006 

L8.030 

E 

WV) 
- 
6.700 

8.696 

- 

E' 

( GW 
x 
2.940 

2.730 

2.500 

2.250 

2.000 

1.750 
- 
3.150 

3.500 

3.250 

3.000 

2.750 

2.500 

2.270 

2.000 

1.750 
- 
L.500 

4.250 

4.000 

3.150 

3.500 

3.250 

3.000 

2.750 

2.500 

2.250 

2.000 

1.670 

5.000 

4.150 

4.500 

4.250 

4.000 

3.750 

3.500 

3.250 

3.000 

2.750 

2.500 

2.250 

2.000 

1.150 
- 
5.500 

5.250 

5.000 

4.750 

4.500 

4.250 

4.000 
- 

d2cVd/dndEt 

.0- cn?/sr-Gw) 

212.6 z! 7.8 

283.1 *lo. 

340. * 14. 

407. l 19. 

504. * 25. 

565. * 51. 

32.2 t 2.0 

57.2 * 3.0 

91.7 * 3.7 

119.9 * 5.0 

154.9 * 6.8 

195.5 * 9.7 

229. * 12. 

275. l 17. 

317. l 20. 

4.70 * .40 

9.34 f .99 

17.1 * 1.0 

25.9 f 1.6 

35.1 * 2.2 

47.0 * 4.6 

63.4 -+ 6.2 

76.9 t 7.7 

91.2 + 9.9 

113. l 12. 

121. * 17. 

161. t 23. 

1.34 * .17 

2.07 zk .26 

5.55 * .39 

8.07 l .50 

13.83 l .91 

18.4 * 1.5 

23.3 -+ 1.3 

31.6 + 1.8 

39.6 + 2.3 

45.9 l 4.3 

52.0 * 5.4 

62.7 t 7.6 

76. * 10. 

79. l 15. 

.500* .oso 

1.09 * .15 

1.31 * .20 

2.76 * .29 

4.76 * .39 

7.66 * .55 

10.14 * .ss 

E 

WV 
- 
16.030 

4.501 

5.795 

0 

i 

1 

I 

I 

I 

i 

I 

I 

I 

7.899 

9.999 

12.500 

14.996 

- 

E' 

%v) 
- 
1.750 

I. 500 

I.250 

1.000 

!.750 

t.500 

!.250 

!. 000 

1.750 
- 
I.600 

1.400 

I.200 
- 
!.020 

L.760 

L.500 

1.250 
- 

2.500 

2.250 

2.000 

1.750 

1.480 

1.250 
- 
3.000 

2.150 

2.500 

2.250 

2.000 

1.750 

1.500 

1.250 
- 
3.250 

3.000 

2.750 

2.500 

2.250 

2.000 

1.750 

1.500 

1.250 
- 
3.250 

3.000 

2.750 

2.500 

2.250 

2.000 

1.150 

1.500 

12.9 f 1.2 

15.3 * 1.7 

21.5 -+ 1.7 

25.7 + 2.5 

32.9 t 4.1 

39.4 I 5.2 

45.7 * 7.3 

56. * 10. 

81. * 16. 

404. * 22. 

533. * 31. 

652. * 41. 

106.0 + 7.6 

175.3 + 9.6 

252. * 21. 

356. * 33. 

24.8 + 1.6 

36.2 ct 3.3 

62.4 i 5.1 

so.4 * 8.0 

125: * 12. 

153. * 21. 

3.02 + .35 

8.6Oi .57 

15.03 * .86 

26.1 i 1.2 

36.4 I 2.9 

47.2 t 4.4 

70.3 * 7.4 

104, * 13. 

1.221 .I9 

3.52t .40 

7.571 .55 

10.32+ .64 

17.1 * 1.7 

21.9 l 2.4 

32.1 * 4.0 

47.8 * 6.6 

61. * 13. 

0.65 * .25 

2.29+ .38 

4.30* .53 

7.21s~ .99 

11.6 * 1.8 

16.7 + 2.0 

19.6 L 3.0 

32.6 + 5.4 



Since photons have 2620 mass, the tota. energy of a 

photon can be arbitrarly small, As the photon energy goes 

to zero the effect cf thC radiation process on the source 

currents aliTi goes to ZECO, That is, the motion of the 

charged particles involved is independfznt of the process of 

photon radiaticn if the photons are sufficiently s0f.t. In 

that case the probability to radiate a photon with XlOlDe’RtUEl 

5 and polarization E., 1 to first order in @, is given by, 

ni = IJ Vx) CM e 

ikix 4 2 

d x (1) 

idhere j (x) is the current represented by all the 
I-L 

charged 

particles, and it is assumed to be a fixed function of x, 

not affected by the radiation process, For exarrple consider 

* an electron undergoing a ccllision which cccurs in a very 

short time interval T around t=0* Then for times large 

ccmpared to 7,. 

i 

et:, i) “(5 - $1, t<o 
jp) = 

e($, i) S(z - $t), t > 0 
12) 

:Jeglecting the contributicc to the integral frcm times on 

the crder of 7, we get, 

/ 
j,(x) ‘i e 

ikiX 

d4x = -ie 
l-J 

'P 
&-JL 

i ) (P'ki) OJ 



APPENDIX A.1 --- I3ADIBIIQN OF SOFT PAQTQNS 

and 

iii= e 2 
(&- &)(&-&) ‘i;iv/ 

The sum OVG?lI pofacizatioas c a.n be done using the 

following rule, We imagine taking the limit C-0 later on. 

Thus we arrive at the fcllowing well kncwn e.xpression for 

t h e probability of radiatil-g a soft photon with twmentum k. 

In fact always more than cne photon is ra6iated, The 

problem of photon radia-tion from a fixed source can be 

solved exactly 18 . The result is the familiar Poisson 

distributic~n f crmula, 'Ihe probability to emit nl photons 

into mode 1, n 2 photons into mcde Z,... ni Fhotons into 

mode i is found tct be, 

n. 

3oticcj that P 
In. I 

is correctly normalized, 
! 1 



nl' 

OQ 

c 
P 

"2.. .=O ini\ 
=eXP(-Ti$) 2 

nl, n2. . . =o 
n i 

qni 
n. ! I 

= 1 (8) 

W’e are interested in the probability that the total 

energy of all photons erritted is in the interval w tow +Cliw. 

First define a quantity !(wf by the equation 

That is, ?i (w) dw is just 0 summed 
i 

over all rodes having 

ene-rgy in the interval dw- 

The sum of the prokakilities Pini for all (n ] 
1 i 

gives I 
I il 

as has been shoun, 

=exp -Eli 
( )L i 

i 1+q+ nji, + . . . 
i ij ‘1 , 1 

A general term of this series is of the form 

eQ(nyzi) 5 il,iF i 
. . . n 

“i,“i,“*“i 
n 

(10) 



APPENDTX A-1 --- FACTRTION OF SOFT PfIOTONS 

This is the protabifity to radiate n photons. If WE require 

that the total energy radiated be w WF, must evaluate 

1 
-i c n. ii. n. n. i l,i2...in l1 12"' ln 

such that: w. + w. -!- . . . wi = w . 
"1 '2 n 

In terms of Kfw) this is given ky 

1 
n' ~w~l~(wl~~~~~~w2)...~w-rl-~~~ -wn-2dwn~lTi(wn~l)E(w-w1-...-wn-l) (13) 

'0 0 0 

SO t.h~ problem is solved cnce WE determine the form of -ii (WI 

and do the integrals (13). . , 

Tn thn case of an electron scattering from momentum p 

to mamentum p', we have ty definition, 
I 

2 
P P' 

I&-&, s s 3 
n(w)dw=CGi= 

i 
"3" e2 

(23-q 2w 

Therefore 

kd0 / I k 2lLp;t 
2 

G(w)=: 7 
(Pk) (P'k) 

I 

This integration can be done exactly giving, 

i(w) = t/w 
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t+ I- 
&g&4 p ( 

J&,2- ,4 
-(pp’) + $ ) 1 -1 f 151 

t will be referred to ffcm now on as the equivalent radiator 

associated with the scattering process, 

In the mere general case where several charged 

particles are involved in a collision process, with particle 

i having charge Zi and dirEcticn 19~ (t far incoming, - for 

outgoing), t is given by 

t= x $ 
/ 

kdfik (Pi pj) 

i, j 
7 zizjsiej (pk)(p k) 

i j 

The assumption is imFlici.tly made that the collision 

tin2 7 is short coppared with a characteristic time of the 

radiation process l/w. This is necessary so that the simple 

form of -jp (x) used will he valid, 

TJsing -the ce'neral fcrm cf ii(w) we can Froceed t0 

evaluate the integral (13). ft is necessary to introduce a 

limFting soft pfroton energy E to obtain ccnvergonce, 

1 dw n-l t 
n! / 

&ltti2 t t- -... - - 
w1 "2 w 

W>Wi>E n-l wn 

t tn-l 
/ 

(% &.2 &n-l 1 
=-- --*..- - 

w n! l>Xi>E/W x1 x2 
X Xn-l n 

in'here 

w=w1+w2+... l-w n 

1 =x1 +x2 + . . . +xn 
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These arc-3 n main contributicns to this integral, when one 

denominator xi is almost 1 and all the other x’s are sroa.11, 

Each of the n ccntrituticns is 3Fproximately equal to 

t tn-l -- [s 1 l dx Iv1 = L t (t log O/E)n-1 w n! EX nG (n-l) ! 1793 

Thus the probability for radiating a total energy w is, 

P(w)=exp(-CTii)(l~tlogw/E +~!(tlogw/~-)2....)t/, 
i 

= eW (-f”i) exp(t log w/z) t/u 

This probatility inust I33 ncrmafized i-e, 

/ 

0 max 
P(w) ckd = 1 (211 

0 

Strictly speaking -there is no reason why Omax should be 

anything but Q), Rowever we will take it to hf sc3me finite 

quantity to obtain a finite result, The normalizat.ion 

coni?ition determines exp {-xxi > in terms of the auxiliary 
i 

exp(-FX) = exp( -t log *, (22) 

So that se kave, 



imag 

ORlY 

The result for F(w) is now independent of E so we can 

ine taking the lirnii e-+0, at this point. F now deFends 

on what we ckooce w max to ke, 
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/ 

W 

0 
maxp(w)b =lWmax +-T dw = 1 

t t 
P(w) = ; $- ( > 

t wt-l = - t max Wmax 

(231 

Since urnax is pocrfy defined in this theoretical 

framework where the currents aze imagined to br independent 

fixed fun&ions, certain dcutts are cast on the sol-ution, 

particularly since ifwmax* , E(w)-O- Rowever the effect of 

W max 
is just a normafizaticc factor and the s.hape of P(w) is 

determined t-0 be &F-l independently of the choice ofw max* 

This is what is probably ccrrectly calculated here, nanwly 

the shape of the function E(W) for sncaflw, 

To check the approximation involved in evaluating the 

integral 

1 
s 

% d"z &n-l 1 1 (log W/E) 
n-l 

n! - -**- --=(n-1)! (24) 
x1 x2 X X n-l n 

we can do the integration exactly for small values of n, 
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------------1-------___111__11____1____ 

I 
n=l 

I-------i---------------------- -I--------- 1 
f 

n=2 1 log4 
1 

------- f 
-__---I------------------------------ i 

&log o/E)~ - .822 
. t 

n=3 
I------- -----1_------------________I__ 
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The result of the Frevious section is that any 

scatteri.nq process invclving chargea particles causes the 

radiation of photons, For small radiation energy loses w * 

the cross secticn is 

where '7' 0 is the cross section for the process without 

radiation, t is given fJY fcrrnufa I, 17, and w is the max 
maxiinum photon energy, in-traduced as a cutoff in the 

probability normalizaticn integral I-21, The justification 

for a finite wmax is that tccause of the quantum nature of 

t h e scattering particles, the maximum photon energy is 

limi+,d to be on the craer of' the energies of these 

particles, an a clearly cannot be infinite kecaus@ of 

conservation af energy, 

The prohlerr remaining is to ca'fcufa,te w and to find 
max 

t. h e electrodynamic corrections to the cross section, That 

is, if the cross sectionu 0 were calculable from a ComFfete 

theory, certain correcticns due to nigher crder quantum 

electrodynamics would have to be made, and it is custernary 

t0 lZ+?PlOVC? these _ "radiative" effects before presenting the 

data for the cress section qJ- CT' 0 is the cross section 

calculated to higher order than first in Q(. 

Prum (1) , the CKGSS section alloving radiation of 

photons with any tctal energy less than k 
1' 

which is sinaf.1 



cozpared with the energies of the particles, is 

Zf wf make a calculation of this rjnantity taking into 

account higher order electrodynamic prOCeSseS, WC can 

identify urnax and find the radiative corrections by 

comparing .howest crder terrr-s in c11. 

consider electron scattering. There are three types of 

radiative corrections, Ccrrections to the photcn-electron 

(OK target particle) vertex, corrections to the photon 

propagator, and correcticns due to the exchange cf Bore than 

one photon. We isi1,f discuEs cnly the first t.WC, beginning 

with the photon propagator. 

For the photon propagator the result is199 2a1 

1 

s2 
- Ws", 

- if2 

D(q2) = --L-- -i- 
q2-ie J awT + . . . 

4m2 q2+M2- iE 

wi.th 

13) 

Sdhen q=>>inz, ~fg") takes the fariliar form 
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2 5 log -+- - 9 
m 

f4) 

so t. he photon propagator contributes the following 

correction to tte cross section at high 42, 

The electron-photon Vertex for pZ=-m* and p*2=-u12~ is 

su:nzarized by an efectzic and magnetic form factor, T and 
1 

F f9,20. 
2 

FJJ --Fl(s2) yp + & F2(q2) Tfiv qv 

Fl(q2) = 1 - q2 

@l(M)= g L xM&$l-$)10g~,:m2 

J 
00 

F,(s2) = dM $,(W 

2m q2+ xl? 
+ . . . 

- iE 

2m 2 ( )I -iii- 

h is a szall J*photon mass" which must be inrroducsd to 



prevent an infared divergence, 

Par q2>>m2 the Eagnetic fcro! factor is negligible and 

the non-logarithmic correction terms in Pl give 

In the log term it is ccnvieent to go over to a new 

integration varible x, defined ky (21/2m)~=1/fl-x2]. 

-- ; s2 4: 

1 -- 2$ 2 

+f &p-y ,2+M2 log 

2 

Trn 

=- - s 

1 
o! dx 

2 x2 (8) 

7T 0 l- *2+4m2 
+ log 

cl2 ( ) 
A2 (l- x2, 

The A ds?eradent part can be*separated giving, 

-- s l dx 2 l CY 
7r 0 l-x2+4mz 

* log 4m2x2 clx 1+x2 
- 

1-x2 
+ ; log h2 J 0 

q2 

1-x2+4m2 
( ) 2 

s2 (9) 

The first term can he further reduced to, 

2m2 -; l-t- ( Y l dx 
log 

4m2x2 - 
q2 1-x2+.d 1-x2 +&logm2+s 0 

/ 1 dxlog 4x2 - 
0 1-x2~W 

s2 

The last integral is zf?x:c, 

/ 

1 4x2 dx log - 
0 lwx2 = O 



Thus we are left, with the foflowirng expression for Fl, 

o! 2 
Fl(q2) = 1 - T q 

2m2 ( v 1 
-q1+- dx 1+x2 

s2 2 1% 4m2x2 2 CL! l dx - 1-X2 + 
0 1-x2+* 

slogm +i;-log A / O 2 4m2 2 

q2 

l-x +- 

q2 (12) 

In calculating corrrcticns to the electron-photon 

vertex w9 cannot ignore radiation of soft photons froE the 

external electron lines, The probability of radiation of a 

soft photon of energy k is t/k dk with t given by X,17, If 

soft. photons of any energy UF to kl are allowed we must 

integrate this probability frcm 0 -t. 0 kl. An .infared 

* divergence occurs a,t k=O ucfess the photon is 'given a small 

mass ho Considering only radiaticn from the electron fines, 

and not froR the target partic.le, or interference the one 

with the other, we have 21 

=~iippI~'~Eog~-2~1x3-log~ +G(l)+G(-1) 

f (PP') / 
hx 710g(-P$ -log m2 + logh 

2q2 ldx 4 
/ 

21 -yg- (13-x 1 

O px O px j 
(131 

with 

Px=$l+ x)p + $1 - x)p' 

pE= -m2 _ q2/4(1 - x2) 
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Ex- IQ log E,+lp&l +log Ex+‘p&l 
G(x) = 2 Ip,I Ex - P&I 2Ex - 

t is defined by equation 1.16, but it can also 

t=- $c 
Li 

‘izj ei”j (PiPj) s IL dx 
pi = P,P’ 

O (‘gli, j 

Thus the Frobability to radiate a photon 

less than kl is 

tlogkl+TERMSINDEPENDENT OFkl 

ke written as 

with energy 

At. high energies, the terms invclving G are negligible and 

- log EE' 
I 

= t log ,/% 

Now we coiuf:ine the prckahility cf photon radiation xi-tir 

the form factcr correcticns. In the CTOSS section the 

electric form factor corrections given i.3 (12) are dOUbfr?d 

. SlBCC the amptiturle is squared, The total correcticn to the 

cross section ccming from tfe electron-phcton vertex can be 

written as 
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+ t logkl - f Ez + 2 G(x) 1 - G(1) - G(-1) - log EE’ 

+4 I (PP’) 
/ 

5x 2 log (-P$ - log m2 

O px 
-(l+$ll 1 xf+;m2 log43 

q2 
+ log m2 + log h 2L.c s 5x 4 2 (1+x2) +logh2 O px s IL dx 

0 
2 @+x2) i (17) 

l-x2+4m 
q2 

T'ne log h terms cancel exactly. The first integral in the 

last bracket can be Mrittec as 

-cl2 -2m2 f’ dx 
2 Jo 2(lsX2,-,2 

1% 
( 
$(l-x2, + m2 

> 

1 1% $(I- 2 2 x ) -!- m 1 
This when comb ined with thf SfCCDd integral in the last 

bracket gives 
1 
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As qz/(4m2)--ihis integral-o, also when q-o- At this 

point it i.S convient tc call the correctionz? .that depend 

only on 42, correcticns tc the electron% form factor, They 

represent the increase in the electron's effective 

interaction at small distaaces. The remaining tetms of (13) 

go i.nto umaxas defined hy (2)- The resn‘lt is, 

kl t1og 7 = t log kl 
max 

4-p Slog- 
1 

E+P 
E-P -k logEg+ Flogs + logF+log EE' 1 (19) 

where t is given hy eguaticn I.16 and 

Ex= ;(l+x)E + +(l- x)E' 

IP l=j/ X 
E;-& $1 - x2) 

I(* 

When q2/(4m2)>>? this greatly simplifies, giving 



. 
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Pormafa (13) is an exact result, with no aSSUEi @iOIlS about 

the magnitude of the energies or neglect of the electron 

mass. 

iJsing (5) and (20) fez the radiative corrections coming 

frcm t.h? photcn propagator and the electron-photon vertex, 

we have the following result fcr high (12 electron scattering 

allowing for radiation of scft Fhotons with energy less thal? 
L 

kl' including only the correcticns ,?.a lowest order in a, / 

a(kl)= uO 

.(,+$qiog$ - 1) log+-) 

The first correction factor, which depends only on q2 

and not OR the frame in which energies are measured is 

lumped together with u() to give "6. The second 

factor when compared with equation (2) allows the 

identification of ,m with o 
I-IlS,X’ 

l'Jnw using the results of I laithu,,=$FF we oh-tain the 
. 

following expression for ttie cross section for high 42 

elactron scattering (frcr a heavy target particle so that 
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radiation involving the target particle is negligible,i,o, 

q*<<I?+ with a total small amcnnt of energyo radiated, 

Int62grating this frcm 0 to kl we obtain 

(23) 
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As tile incident and scattered electrons travel through 

the material cf the target, they lCS@ energy by the 

processes of bremsstralung and ionization, There is alsc 

the possibility 0% a change in the directicn of the 

elfctrons momemtum, but at high energies this is small, The 

deflection is mainly caused by elastic scattering from the 

atoens of the material, Ihe mfan square angle of elastic 

scattering after a particle passes through 1 radiation 

length of material is apFrcximatel.y given by, 

4 :\ . 

rJeglecting this sEall,change in angle, the. elkctrons s 

kinetic equation is ,the fcll.cwing, 

s E co 
w = - ?'r(E,t) w(E,E')dE' I- f T(E',t)w(E',E)dE' (2) 

0 E 

where n(3,t)dE is the pcctability that the electron has 

energy in dE at thickness t aad w(E,E*) dt is the Frnbability 

that the electron loses energy E-E' in thickness dt. 

Bremsstralung is the Eain cause of large energy loses. 

Using the Thomas-Fermi rrodel for the elastic fcrm factor of 

the atom, under the conditicns, 

EE' >> 137 Z -l/3 
m(E-E') 

E >>137 mZ -l/3 
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the cross section is 22, 

IIn energy units, r ()=olJrn with m the electron mass. The cross 

section for breasstralung along with inelastic excitation Of 

the atom is, 

Thus the total jrobahility , for energy lW3.S E-E' due t. 0 
'- 

bremsstsalung in a thickness dt radiation lengths is given 

bY 

w(E, E’)dt = E-E, ql+(-$ g(+)) 

with 

;t- 1 Z+l 1 

- 5 z+5 log(l912 -1’3) - l.2(cb!z)2 

log(1440 z -2/3 ) 
5= 

log(l91Z -1'3)- l.2(cV42 

(5) 

(6) 

The ra&iat.ion length is defined by 
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1 -= 
xO 

4Nw;Z(Z+5) [log(lSlZ -1’3) - 1.2@!Z)2] 

N is the number of atoms Fer CK.~. 

Energy .los s can alsc CCCUL because of ionization of the 

target aton2.s. FC?r large energy loses, the process of 

ionLzation is the same as elastic scattering from the 

eleCtrU.RS 0 f the atcm, since the atomic binding energy of 

the electruns can be neglected, The cross section for 

electron-electron scattering trith energy loss F-E' is given 

by I@, 

dc= 2 2 
v2(x- 1) 

A(l-A)+(=$) A (l- A)2 

I 
where 

A= E-E’ 
E-m 

x2. 
m 

For high energy E and sfrall energy loss, 

dcr= 2n CY~ de 
-2 m f9l 

E=E-E’ 



So for 82 much greater than the binding energy of an 

electron in the atom, the Erckability of an energy loss E-E' 

in t.hickness dt radiation lengths due to ionization is, 

tdt w(E,E')dt= w(E)dt= - 
E2 

f 10) 

With 

t= 
2nNZm2 XO=m 

7l 
m 2a(Z +5)[log(191Z -1'3) - 1.2(aZ)2] 

1.n 0 r d e r tc solve equation (2) at high energies 

ccmpared with the energies Of: atomic binding, it is not 

necessary to knew the exact form of w(e) for sEalI E. rt 

turns 0 ut that it is sufficient to know the foflowing 

integral relaticn 12. 

6 s W(E)E dc = gin 6/c' 
0 

(11) 

with 

I2 ~'=2 718m- . 
2E2 

. and T a certain ionizaticn Fotential of the atoms., here taken 

to be 

I= 13.5 eVx Z 
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The complete expressicn for the energy loss probability 

including bcemsstralung ana icnization is the following, 

w(E, E')dt = & [l+(g - S($ - a)] + (&y) f12) 

and the knowledge of w for small values of the argument 

necessary to sclvc the equation (2) is summarized by, 

s E 
(E-E') w(E,E')dE' =clog 8/E' +(4/s + a)6 (131 

E-6 

A solution of. (2) for the initial condition that at 

t=0, T(E) = 6(E*-E) , and %(E,E*) given by (12) and (73) has 

been obtained by P, E ar 1 y using numerical methodsz3, 24. 

For thicknesset up ta t 1 radiation length, energies in the 

range 7 to 20 GFV and ?, UF tc 30, the nrxm.qricaf. solution cao 

be adequately represented ty the followiag analytical form. 

Wo, E,t) = W(EOc’ E)t ,j, + bt p(E’;-()] bog $b” r(l+bt) (74) 

Where, 

EOc = E. - Ao 
b = 4/3+a 
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P(x)= x(.53875 +x(-2.1938 + .9634 x)) 

The first factor .is the correct single scattering 

pcohabifity, As -0 the straggling Frobability must be just 

w(E,E')t* The ether factors are corrections for multiple 

processes. The log and gaama functions are suggested by 

analogy with the cas& when ~(E,El)=b/{E3_og(E/E')), which is 

exactly soluble, In this case the solution is 

EO 
bt-1 

?(EO, E,t)= $- \log - 1 

0 ' El r(l+bt) ' 

so the effect cf muft.iFle processes i s the fa&or 

(log(Eo,'E)]bt /I'(?+ht), The last factor of f 'IQ) is the 

additional mu?ltiFle Frocess correction necessary when I121 

is USC?d for the single scattfrinq energy loss probability- 

Part of the effect cf icnization energy losses is just 

to shift dot~n the energy al: amount 

A,= &log cf/~'+.37) 

This is a well known exFression for the most probable 

ionization energy lass 1*- This energy shift is not 

particularly important experimentally since the absolute 
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energy is usually not known that precisely, The important 

quantity, EO;E is what is normal.ly best. known in an 

experimental situation, SC henceforth the subscript c will 

be ilropped, 

Disregarding ionization, this solution is accurate to a 

fraction of a percent for t t'~ to -1, 2, up -to 30 and EO-E as 

smal.1 as a 2 percent of EO. For energies in the GE)-V range, 

ihe G?ffF!CtI of ionization loss is mostly small except for E 

near E 0* The ionization loss correction is of order c$/bE - 

When this quantity is less than 10 percent the analytic form 

given by (IQ) is accurate to 1 or 2 percent, For smaller 

thicknesses than - 1 the accuracy is better. When the energy 

loss is small, hut not tco small, SO that the ionization 

effects can be neglected; a useful approximate fcrm of is 

the following, 

This is also the limit of 115) for Z'EO- 

Snergy losses in the target material poauce a 

"radiative tail** to a scattaring process, Consider the 

process eF-eP. 
J 

where the firal Frotoa state P. J has mass Mj , 

with onI.y the scattered electron detected in .sclid angle d4-I 

and energy interval de*, Eecause of target energy loses, 

-the cross section as a function of E? has a tail extending 

down from the q9elastic peak" , 
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E;ELAS= 

E- (My - $)/ZM 

rl 

where 

rl = 1 + g sin2 O/2 

The fadiative tail is giver; by 

$&, (E, E’, 0) =l” %(E n(E, E&l da 1~ 0) r(Ei, E’, ta)dEl 
E min 

with dcr dR the kasic scatterinq cross section, and d 

Ei~ 
El- ,d-d)/2IvI 

71 

E’ zz 
Emin - (Mf - M2) /2M 

77 min 

T.et us introduce the notaticn 

AE=E- Emin 

with 

(201 

1 
* 7’ = 

2E’ 1-x sin’ O/2 
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Substituting into the irztegfal the approximate form of T for 

small bremsstraIung energy foses given by (171, and assuming 

that the basic cross secticn dcesn't vary appreciably over 

tile range of the integration, we get- the follaving 

expression for the radiative tail, 

If we integrate this frcm the "elastic pczak" E' down a 

small AE' -#e obtain, 

c 
J dc 
AE' 

dE' m= (23) 
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Consider the process EPb-eF. Wh@re the final. 
J 

proton 

sta%e j hI3.S rass !9. 
J 

and may ccnsist of several particles, 

Actually this process with cc ~hctons radiated never occursI 

The cross section for the same process but with an arbitrary 

number of photons radiated and only the scattered eS@CtrOR 

iietec-ted is what is EGaat ky tfie radiative tail . The 

measured cross spction is the sum of radiative tails for all 

possible final Frcton statfs j. 

Say the scattered elfctran is detected in SOlid angle 

a .and energy dZE'. The missing mass W is defined by 

d= -(P + p - p')2 

trhere P is the four-mcmentum of the target proton, p the 

four momentum of the inccming electron, a?ld F" tke four 

monIentum of the scattered electrcn, The missing mass is 

aSways greater than the @ass 02 the proton final. state 2. , 
J 

the difference king made up by the energy of all the 

radiated photons. For a given inelastic process involving 

the proton, say ?I*., the nissing mass W determines the 
J 

total energy of all radiated ~hoions, 

The cross section for the Frocess without radiation can 

be written as 

d$ - ‘“,‘I’ d3p1 ( 
(27~)~2E' 

2T&(P+p-p')2+$ 
2E' dJ-l =q- - 

)g 2w 
(2) 



where ]A'!* is the probability and J the flax, As usual the 

prime indicates that higher order 4" dependent 

electrodynanic correcticns to the probability are made. 

Idith radiation cf n Scft Fhotons the cross section is 

due lA'l2 d3p1 d3kl d3kn ; x ( 

J (2?~)~2E'(27r)~2w~' "(2?r)320n kl' " n 

2n6 (P+-p-p'- 

In the special Lorent frame denoted by sukscript s, 

where P-p+p' Eas -zero EFace components, the delta function 

argument is 

-2 + 2wos + lvl? 
j 

+ k2 (4) 

where 

w 
S 

=w +...w 

s1 S n 

k2 = (kl + . . . kd2 

Assuaing most of the energy-momentum is concentrated in a 

single photon we can oEqlect k2, Then, wcrking in the 

special frame, the delta furcticn restricts only -tile tota 1 

CI-lPrgy of all thz radiated Ehotons, and this energy must be 

2-d 
ws = j 

2w 
(5) 



Repeating the arguments of Ii, we sum the cross sections 

(31 integrated ever the Ecmenta of all undetected photons 

for n=0,1,2,,.* and arrive at the fcllowing result for the 

cross section with an arbitrary number of photons radiated 

(a~)~ 2E’ 
1: (&j 2n8(-~+2wws+~)dws (6) 

^ 
dc= ‘“J’ I 2 d3p’ - 

To,get this result, the urnax of I is taken to be\qEyby the 

argapertts of XI- 

Doing the integraticn, and expressing th e result in 

terms of the cfcss secticn for scattering without radiation, 

(2) I 

.A’12 
d-=J 

E'dE'd:u t 

Zxpressing energies in the special frame in terms of 

lab frame quantities, we have, 

w = MTJU’ _ Mu 
S W - 79'w 

ME -- 
Es - Wq' 
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where 

77 = 1 + ?$ sin2 f3/2 

1)' = 1 
l- jig sin2 f3/2 

w=E- (E'+(l+M2)/2M)1)' 

(J' zz 
E-(M!-M!),2M 

- E' 
77 19) 

So in -the lab frame, the cross section for electron 

scattering eP-e?. , 
3 

allcwing arbitrary radiation, but with 

g2x3.2 
J 

so the photons arc soft is given by, 

If the target has a finite thickness we mast take into 

account energy loss processes occuring in the target before 

and after the scattering, Using the known straggling 

probability r(E,E',t) We must eva.luate the fol.lowinq 

convolution integ.ral, 

j-V> El, $1 & (El’ Ei, 0) r(Ei, E’, ta)dEldEi (11) 

The cross secticn du,/dadE' is given by formula {lo), 
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The ssgion of integration is the shacted triangular area 

shown in the diagram, It is bounded above by the contour 

W2=Njz which is the dotted line in 

1 
El 

E' 

. 

t.he figure, 

The integral (11) can ke 4cne exactly if WE USC? the 

soft. photon fcrm cf t h e straggling function 1 given hy 

III, 15. The result for the soft photon radiative tail from 

the process eF-eP. 
3 

is then, 

dcr d"b t+btb+bta 

m=x cd' 
r(l+t) 

r(l+btb+bta+t) (72) 

It is interesting tc compare this result with a 

calculation to lowest crder in Q, that is, a.llowiog only a 

single radiated photon, The one photon radiative tail for 

.SillZlll #tOtOn enfrgy is 

du du-b t+btb+bta 

dOdE' =m cd' (73) 
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so the effect of mu.lti.F'he photon radiation is to 

Buft.iply the cne FhOtCs! result by a factor approximately 

equal to 

($i/zibtb(#2+bta ql+bltb+bt,) (141 

We Can apply the foregcing arguments to the case where 

the basic process itself invclses the radiation of a single 

photon, i, e. we imagine the final state P. 
J 

includes a 

single photon, The cross section for scattering w.it,h one 

hard photon radia-ted, allowing arbitrary soft radiation is 

-the folfowi,ng, where k is the total energy of the soft 

pholyons and is small, 

du 
dfLdE' 

du;/dfldE' is the CEOSS section for the process 
eP-ep~y 

calculated to lowest csaer in a, hut teith higher order ina 

small distance correctiors tr, the photcn prcpagator and 

vertex functions, 

A s long as k is sufficiently small so that thp 

secondary photcns are ac-tually soft, (15) is a correct 

ca.lculatlon of a part of the ncasured radiative tail, namely 

the cross sccticn for aif the times when the total radiation 

COnsists Of Only 1 hard Fhcton and the remainder soft, with 

total energy lE?SS than k, Sncluding energy straggling ic 



the hmp?t, the result fez ihis part of the radiative tail 

&(E, E', 0) = 
i du' 

~(E,E',B)+w(E,E-w)tb~ (E-u,B)?~'~ 

i 

t/2 +btb 
+$(E,B) w(E'+o',E')t, (2) (-$) 

t/2 +bt, 1 
I-( 1 + btb + bta) Ilfjf 

Where w{Z,Et) t is the Frckahility for energy straggling in 

the target calculated to fcuest crder in c2, given by formula 

III, 12, and du;)/NZ is the cross se&ion fo.r the Frocess e!?- 

eP 
j 

without radiation. 

In order tc rigorously calculate the radiative ta.i 1 

incl.uding nultifle photcr: effects is is necessary to go 

fllrt.her and, USi.ng the Well defined rules of q u a n t u m 

electfodynnmics, attempt to calculate the prccesses where 

two or more hard photons are radiated, Pt doesa* t see If! 

likely that ttese Frokakilities can be estimated by sir?ple 

arguments since tl-+ photcns:, being hard, have an important 

effect on the electron and the situation is complicated. 

Hovever it does seem likely that multiple hard photon 

prOCeSSeS ;I r e not very yrcbable, this for the simple reason 

that is small and the Fhcton energy cannot kecome small 

since we are excluding soft photons Which CaD ke taken into 

account, iJe might expect tte radiation of an addit iona 1 

hard photon to be of order -t+ttb+bta less probable than the 

one photon process, 



I 
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If WC neglect entirely all BlUltiplC? hard ph0t0n 

radiation we get the fcrlsula (16) for the radiative tail 

from the process eP-eP. - 
J 

The guantity k is arbitrary, Wing 

the limiting soft Fhotcn energy, When all the photons are 

r oft the result (12) can be put into the for5 of (16) if )r 

is replaced by its maxi&uB Fcssible value for radiation in 

the initial direction in the first factor ana its 3animuB 

possible value for radiaticn in the final direction in the 

secorid factor, All the phctons are soft when '2 2 is near 

r-3*2* Otherwise we expect k shculd he a saall fraction of E, 
J 

E* in order for the soft Fhctco argunents .t 0 hold. As k 

goes to zero, fhe cress sEcticn given by (?6) also goes to 

zero, which means physically that soft phot.cn radiation 

a 3~ wa y s occurs, 

The resul-t (16) is Unsatisfactory in that it depends on 

k which is not determined. However -this dependence on k is 

quite small, Ye expect that the correct answer can be Put 

in the form (l6) with sane k that a fairlg sEal1 fracticn of 

the energies E and 3'. A rcascnable guess for the actua.1 
k t/2+btb 

radiative tail would %a formula (16) with _E 
c;,“‘” + btbc$12 + bta 

0 

k'= min($E',w') 



The fsacticn l/3 is quite arbitrary and the variation 

of the result with this fraction is a measure of OUK 

ignorance of the actual size of multiple hard pilOtOR 

effects, 

It is interesting to consider the case of farget energy 

losses ORl.y, that is, t<<t b ,ta'. The radiative tail is then 

kncwn exactly using the kncwn form of the straggling 

f;lnction 7r(E,f' ,t) given @y ITI,14, 

dcr 
J 

d"b 

dRdEI = r(E, El, tbl da -(El,O) T(Ei, E',ta)dE1 

#e choose t =t b a' 
If we cc~~l;are this with the radiative tail 

calculated by formula (lo), we can find the effect.iv@ soft 

pho~ton limiting energy in th.is case, The effective soft. 

ph0t0n energy k is defined zc that the resul-t of formula 

(16) agrees with the result of the integration (181 with 

w(Fl,Eq) given by 111.5, 

/ 
'a(E,E 1, $,) z(El, 0) 'tEiy E'y ta)ml = ($&) 

btb+bt, 1 
I'(l+btb+bta) 

tbw(E,E-w)q ,2 duo duO 
n(E-w,O)+taw(E'+o',E') --&E,O) 

I 
1191 

The cffcct5ve k defined in this wa.y is found to be 

quite independent cf fb and t, as Figure A-1 shows. The 

Figure is a FlOt of ir/JEF versus &&/E-'( for various 

chhcices of tb=ta* The cross section is fct elastic 
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scattering, eP--eP, i-Iowever # as Figure 8-1 shows, k depends 

0l-l how rapidly the cross section is varying, The graphs 

compare the k cttained when the cross section is given by 

the Rosenblllth fmmula, with tbe usua.1 dipole fcr~ factcrs I 

and with the f0rlll factors taken to be cE{q2)=1, and 

GM(:i2) 22,793. 
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The measured cross section for the scattering of 

electrons of e.nergy E fxcm target protons intc solid angle 

dR and energy df3 will kc aellotea by du.,D/dfidE'. The 

correctea cross see-tion is by definition the cross section 

for the hadronic process calculated to lowest crder in Q, 

that is, assurring the sxchalage of a shingle Fhctofi with the 

lowest order expressicns fcr the photon prcpagator and 

electron-photon vertex used* The corrected cress section 

wilf be denoted by du/dfidE', 

Part of the neasEred CIOSS section consists of 

radiative tail frcm elastic eP scattering. The forrrula used 

for the elastic radiative tail was the following, 

dTELAS RAD 
i 

doi t 
&dE' (E, E', .) = d,dE, (E, E', ~1 G 

do-b k 

+tbw(E,E-m)7) 
,2 d% ~(E~,fQ+taw(E'+o',E')~(E,0) 

bT7-d 
t-tbtb'bt, 

E 
r(l+btb+btJ (1) 

du;/5.dE9 is the cross secticn for hremsstra1ung during 

elastic scattering, calculated to lowest order in ac, but 

with higher order in a! corr&cticns tc the photon propagator 

and electron-pEoton vertex, It is given by the formula R.5 

of 30 and Tsai, reference 24, with t h e modi~fied proton 

elastic fortPr factors F and G, of 3.5 as foLlows. 

W2) = 2 
l-t% 

4M2 
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G&i21 = 4&(q2) { 1 + P(q2)} (2) 

S’(q2) represents the ~2 dependent electrodynamic correction- 

SI(q2) = $L ( 
2 14 g log A- - 9 

n-l2 ) 

G and G were deterEi.nell ky a fit tc all ava iliable SZAC 
E M 

el;istic \ eP data, taken with both the 8 and 20 Gev 

spectrometers and analyzed assuming the scaling law, 

GM=2.793G 
El 

Pigurc A.2 is a graph of G E obtained from the 

six parameter fit, wh.ich summarizes the cf0ss section data e 

over the range cf q from 0 to 5 GeV, 

dc b/Ctf., is the corrected eifctrcn proton elastic cross 

sect ion given by the usaal ~osenhluth formula, but with 

electrodynamic corrections, 

do-; 2e (r2 cos 2 
yg$W) = - 

4E2 sin4 ' 2 

2 
G;(q2) + g 

4M2 
G;(q2) 

1 + q2/4M2 

1 

t * EL IS the equivalent radiator for sadiation ccming 

.from the electron fines alcne, a5 given hy X,16, t is the 

total equivalent radiator def inea by I, 17 with the 

integration preformed as in IX, 14, Both tEL 
and t are 

calculated at E-W1Fgrt3 instead of E,E',O since this gives 

the q2 which is mest impcrtant in the large angle 
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b.remsstra.luny process, That is, this is the mcst prokable 

momentum transfer to the prcton, This factor t/t 
EL 

is ar! 

attempt to estimate the extra 'hard radiation coning from the 

pr0t OR, w(F,E*)t is the first order probability to .'iose 

energy E-E' in target thickness t radiation lengths as given 

in III, As uscal b-=4/3+a with a given by .IIf,O. tb and ta 

are the thicknesses of material before and after the FOiR t 

of scattering, aeasuted itl radiation lengths, k is the soft 

photon limiting energy as defined by equation (19) of xv, 

Other kinematic quantities are defined as follows, 

n = I+ s sin2 -/2 

o = E - q'E' 

It is possible to check fcrrsula (1) experimentaily to 

some extent, This is done in the most straightforward way 

in the *region akove Fion tkreshofd, that is for the missing 

mass W lC?SS than the prclton Pass plus one pior! mass, In 

that kinematic region the entire measured cross section 

consists of elast.ic radiative tail, Also all ths photons 

are soft so the theoretical uncertainties about the soft 
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photon limiting energy k are not impor-tant, Cross sections 

of this ki.nd with fairly snal.1 errors were measured at 6 and 

IO _ degrees - Figure A.3 shows a comparison of the cross 

set t ion predicted by forrEula (1) I averaged over the 

spectrometer acceptance, with the observed cross section, 

Thi" observed cress section for scattering from 1: ydrogen is 

the full target minus the &HFty target background. 

The Figure shows several different types of data points 

S-iRCe points above and leiow tkhe elastic peak are Flctted 

together, that is, the atsi,csca is actually lo)j- As can be 

.Sf?E?n there is a wing c n the distrikution extending a 

considerable distance abcve the elastic peak, In lieu of 

having a detailed model of the spectroneter and initial beam 

that would al.foW calculation of the complete shaFe of the 

elastic peak inciuding this high energy ving it was decided 

that the most correct. expediency WOUld he to assume a 

symmetrical low energy wing and to subtract it from the 

measured cross section, Tkc- difference between the solid 

do-ts and the x's is the effect of this subtraction, 

Two spectrcmeter settings with half oaerlaFping energy 

acceptance where used to obtain the full target crosc 

sect ion, The empty target cross section amounts tc 

approximately ten per ccat 0.2 the full, and it is obtained 

from a single spztcometcr setting, In addition a smooth 

pclyacmial fit is made tc tfe empty target cross section, 
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An important source cf ~IKCK in this comparison is the 

uncertainty in the missicg energy w*. This is a small err0.r 

as long as the E?fFiStiC Feak is centered around (JJ '=O 0 

Finally there is always tk~ error caused by ignorance of .the 

elastic cross section itself, which amounts to several per 

ten-t, 

In the deep inelastic, which is the region of main 

interest, i t. WiaS Fossit3.e to place an upper Limit on the 

elastic ra3iative tail ky exFerimenta9 measurement, For 

small. E' (W Large), the radiative tail. from elastic 

scattering predcminates, tke remainder of the cross section 

being non-radiative (cnly soft radiation) and -the sum of 

radiative tails from inela5ti.c transistions eP-e.P. 
3 

with M. 
J 

less than w, Figure A.4 shows the elastic tail from formula 

(1) (averaged over spectrcEe%er acceFtancej cornFared to the 

measured inelastic cross secticn spectrum for E=4,5 Gev and 

8-h degrees, The x$s are the elastic tail FlUS th e 

inelastic cross section d~/dfidE~(E,E*,@ obtained from a fit 

given in ---A ra+=erence 15, !Ihc circles are the measured C~COSS 

see-tions which have negligible statistical error bars, 

However there may be quite large systematic errcrf at slrall 

E' as indicated, The difference between the circles and the 

x's is the sun of radiative tails fTOE inelastic 

transistions, 

Unfortunatfly with tke 15mitecl i3CCncaCy of the 

availiable data, it is imfcssible to exper.imental3.y justify 
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fornlula (13 or lore generally the treatmeat of higher crder 

effects given here, "Ihese cc&pariscns are ;aeant as rough 

checks that the results are reasonable, 

Thie formula used to radiatively correct the measured 

.ineIast.ic cross section was the folllowing,. 

&& E’>fl) = 1 
AE t/2 + btb AE, 

( ) 

t/2 + bt, 1 -I- S’(q2) 
E ( 1 E’ I’(l+btb+bta) 

i 

d”RAD 
x dJ-)a’ WE’, ‘4 - 

daELAS RAD 
d&IE’ (E, E’, 0) 

E-AE / 

J 

- dE1 
Vb 

ij-qq +tbw(E, &(El> E’, ) 

E min 

ELnax 

J( V 
- dE’ 1 &+t,W(Ei > 

1 
&(E, Ei,e 

E’+AE’ / 

The two integrals invclve the alreadg corrected CKOSI 

SG?C%iOTi and rEpKC?SelTt the radiative tails from inelastic 

production of higher mass Etates of the proton, ’ ‘max ana 

E min are the energies at Fion threshold along the path of 

integration, 



E = min Er + rnx + mi/2M)q' 

Emax= ( E - mx- rnf/ZM)/T 

It is only an appfoximaticn that the radiative tail can 

be expressed only in terns of ,the corrected cross section at 

two Faints E-w, E1,8 and E,Fi+wq,B instead of as an integral 

involving the two inelastic form factors individually. 

However this so called "Feaking-factorization" approximation 

causes an errcr cf order ten per cent in the calculated 

radiative tail., which is tcleratle in this case, yb arta va 

Play the role cf equivalent radiators for the hard photon 

breesstralung FEOCC?SS. They are not well defined 

thsoreticaf3.y and the Feakicg-factorization approxination is 

valid by virtue of being tested numericafly by cceparing it 

to formula 3.5 of Ho-Tsai, Cf course to do this one must 

know the inelastic fork factors beforehand - so at nest one 1 

c a ra find equivalent radiators vb and va tfiat work well fur 

Nreasonab.le93 kehavior cf the form factors, but 

mathematically the peaking-factorization approximation is by 

usual standards, quite bad, 

The fol_lcuing peaking-factorization approximation 

equivalent radiators were used. 



vb=;~-.2(l-~)+.7(l-$] 
va=;[p2(l- q)+.7(l+gJ (7) 

The cquiva.lent radiator t in the exponent of the soft photon 

-factor and above in Equ, 7 is taken to be, 

2 
t+ l&--l ( ) m2 

The .so ft photon 1iBiting energies are 

~fOllOWS 

defined as 

ki = min 'E', Ui) 3 191 

For the F: integral 9 = E-El, "I =w'/qq'. For the E' 

integral. WI = E i-E', wl= qq*w', The resulting corrected 

cross section must not be sensi-five to the choice l/J above 

since this fraction is uncertain in the range say .2 to ,P, 

The qz3s in formula (5) are defined as foflows. 

q2 = 4EE' sin' 0/Z 

- 9; = 4ElE' sin2 e/2 

12 91 =4EEi sin2 O/2 



AE’ is arbitrary as Zcng as it is sufficiectfy sma.lf sc 

that the cross secticn dc/dadEa does not vary apprcciahly 

over t.h.is range of energies, ECU? precisely du/dcRdE' is 

defined as the Limit of the ahcve expression (5) for AE’+O, 

Assuming the cccss secticrr is lBeaSl..llX?d only for a 

certain number of lines cr spectra (E, t9 constant, E' 

varying), the ccrrected cfcss section mus.t he interpolated 

and extrapolated ircm the measured fines in order to do the 

first integraticn in forlfula (S), The precise relationship 

of the corrected cross sectico to the measured cross sectioo 

is that the ccrrected cress section when interpolated- 

extrapolated according to the scheme chosen, satisfies 

equa*ion (5) alcng the measured lines. The final anstjrer can 

be quite sensit-ive tc the method of inter~ol.ation- 

extrapolation used, 



The technique o-f radiatively ccrrecting the measured 

elastic electron-prcton CXOSE section is rather different 

than in the inelastic case although the physics of the 

higher order electromagnetic Frocesses is entirely the same. 

The rceasured cfcss secticn duBA,D/dfidES is obtained in the 

regicn of the elastic Feak,. that is, w r 4. From the 

measured cross section it is aesired to oktain the 

radiatively corrected CKCSS secticn "u. /dR, -that is, the 

cross section fcr the FKCCESS eP --eP calculated to Icwes-t 

order in a!* In -this kioe@atic regicn no radiated photon can 

have a large energy so tte theoretica. uncertainties about 

multiple hard rhoton raziiaticn are absent, If i-4 is less 

than the proton mass plus cne picn mass, no i.Ile1aSti.C 

processes are pcssible except photon radiation, 

The situation is colaglica-ted bfcausp the reso.lution of 

the spectrometer measuring Ev and 8, and the initial bears 

definition in energy and sFacial and angular extent have an 

important effect cn the measured cross section, The 

radiated elastic electron-Frctcn cross section is given by 

d"RAD 
rndEl (E,E'7e) = 

T'E' 1 r(l+ btb) 

duO 
' -@El'e)(1+8') (El/ql)-E' r(l+bt,) 

where t is the -total equivaleat radiator, tb and ta are the 

ra3iation lengths of Eaterial kefo-ce and after: the point of 



scattering, h is 4/3 + a, with a defined by Eq. A:III,S and 

6' is the correction due to quantum mechanical effects not 

involving radiation, As usual, the kinematic quantities 

717)’ are defined as fellows: 

17=1+ 2E 
M sin2 e/2 

2E1 
171=1+ M - sin2 e/2 

-q’ = 1 

1 - g sin2 e/2 

When E’ is sufficieatly near the elastic peak F/7) so that 

the cross section d 0/d~Z dces not vary appreciably ever the 

range of integration, Eq, f reduces to 

d”i3AD duO 
dadEI (E, E’, 0) = yg+ 0) r-1 +‘f,tb$b, ) 

a 

whe-re w = E -q'F', w' = E/q - E'. 

Tsai has calculated the radiative corr&ctioas to 

elastic electrcn scattericg to lowest order in ac including 

corrections to the proton (or charge 'Z)-photon vertex, tWG 

photon exchange and radia-tian involving the proton (or 

charge Z). This correction is defined by t. he fo.llowing 

equation: 
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1 dVRAD duO dadE,(E,E',B)dE'= ~(EJW+WJ)) 

E/7p-U' 

TsaiSs expression for 6 is given by Eq. IT.6 of 'Ref. 24. 

Substituting expressicn 12) for duRAD/dadEgI in the 

case when t b = t a = 0 and drcpging higher order terms in 01~ 

we find that 

8 = 8’ + t log +j- US 

We use Eqe 4 tc define 6". In the case when radiation from 

the target particle is ret significant, that is, when Z and 

x2 terms in Bo-Tsai, .z‘I* f: can be dropped, ‘kie have the 

approximate result that 

*‘zdJ?log q2 14 
412 --- rn2 g > 

AlSO, it is seen that -the dE?FC?Ddt3lCt? of 6 ran the energy 

interval w' is determined ky the total. equivalent radiator t 

.In practice this allows t tc be obtained from MO-TSai 

formula II.ts, 

Given the Fhysics of the ideal. process summarized by 

formula 1, there remains the problem of extracting the 

corrected cross section frcm the data, There are many 

schemes for acing this, ,the most straightforward forward 
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being to calcula-te the eaFected yields on a counter-by- 

counter (or counter bin) kasis from a detailed model of the 

initial beam and the sFectrcmeter using formula l* and 

ccmpare with the measurement, This me-thod has the advantage 

that it does not confuse the real apparatus-related psohlems 

involved in the measurement, The disadvantage is that the 

Yonte Carlo computer calculaticns are rather time consuming. 

Figure A.5 shows a ccm~arison of the calculated with 

the observed elastic cccss section spectrum in missing 

eIleiZgy* Events within tke spectrometer acceptance are 

binned according to their missing energy o*-. The data 

pain t s (with error bars) represent the cross section for 
. 

each bin, .that i.= +A I N/ ("Yin 'El , where N is the number of 

electrons scattered frcm hydrcsen into the t-in for N 
in 

incident el@CtKGTkS, OfI is the solid angle of the bin and n 

is the number of target Frctcne per cmz, The sclid curve is 

that same quantity, calculated using formula 1 -fcr the cross 

sect ion, 
Formula 1 involves folding the elastic cross section 

with a probability distribution for radiaticn he-fore and 

after. This was accowFlisted in the Monte Carlc program by 

generating soft phcton radiation energy losses with the 

proper distribution, and iorization losses as well, r 

If R is uniformly distributed .in (O,l), then the 

quantity E = E $/(tb+btb) will be distributed like 

(t/web) ,'c (e,Ef'2+btb , which is the distribution of sof-t 



photon energy .losses kEfCKe scattering for an equivalent 

radiator t and a real. radiator tbm 

The distribution of energy losses due to ionization has 

the approximate forv @b/E for E >AO, where A, is given Eoy 

11.1.16 and 5 by 'III.10, TEis is SiBulatea bY A, + .E/ ((E- 

etb) /[tb R+l) fcr R a racdcn number uniforarly distributed in 

(0,1) - 

For the example shcwn in Figure A. 5, E = 9,999 GeY * 

8 = 12.5° (qZ = 3,784 GEYZ ) - ?he generated SpG?CtrUn! 

assumed the elastic fora factor-E were given a fit to SIAC 

data shown in Figure A-2, the ratio of the sum of all bins 

from experiment to that of 4heory is l-037 f Os032a 
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the radiatjvely ccrrected cross section for a proton at 

rest to scatter a high-energy electron from initial momentum 

plJ 
to fi.nal mowfntum 

p; 
in the range d3p' can ke written as 

follows: 

j 
du= ' 

47r2ct! w v 
,uv d3p1 

q4 vJQ3 

where q 
I-L 

= pp - pp* and jpv and 477 2afa 
PV 

are the averaged 

electromagnetic CUrrentS represented by the electron and 

hadronic system, for exarlle, 

4n2mw =f& CJ <PIJp(x)Jv(0)IP>e iqx d4x 
WJ - spin 

0 

0 1-l-E 0 i J2E(l +C) 

0 0 1-E 0 

2&J= q2 iJ=) 0 -2c: i l-l- 5 4 2 ) 

the laboratory system j 
FV 

takes the follcwing form: 

where the momentum transfer is along the l-axis and 
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scattering takes &lace in the I-2 pfane, 

q2 = s% = 4EE' sin2 1 

V 
= qo = E - E’ 

1 E= 
2e v2\ 1+2 tan 2 l+ 

( s2) 

(31 

The quantity 15 lies in the range 0 to lan? ’ is the ' 
" 

Icn~itudinal-transverse gclarization ratio of the-source of 

virtual photons provided Icy the scattering electrcn, 

4n*,w 
PV 

is the electrcaagnetic current tensor of the 

prot.on system, W 
W 

is a functicn of the proton rcomentum P 
P 

an3 q 
P 

and satisfies the gauge ccnditions W 
pv % 

= gv gyp = 0. 

Fd can be written in the general form,zs 
PV 

where 54 
1 

and B 
2 

are fnncticns of the invariants q* and v. 

Tin the labcratory system the proton electromagnetic 

current W looks as follcas: 
PV 



w = 
PV 

2 

'2W, 0 
c.4 

0 wT 

0 0 

0 ivQL7wL 

cl2 

0 0 

wT 
0 

iv q+v JzWL 0 0 
s2 

-l+ 
( > 

+w 
I.4 

q 
(5) 

where, 

I' 2 wL=w2 l+ 
\ 

$ -wl, 
) 

wT=wl 

The differential cross secticn for detecting the scattered 

electron in sclid angle da and energy range dE" is the 

following: 

This is comnonly written as 

dcr a2 20 cos yj 

dfME* = 2 sin4 0 +2 tan2 O -z w1 
2 
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The quantity R is de.f.ined as the ratio of the Frcbability 

for Longitudinal FhOtOR absorption to that fcr transverse 

photons, 

where the second equality rekers to the tensor w 
PV ' 

g:iven 

?ibt-WC?, As q*----0, W11'w22 has a fiaite limit, since it is 

the ratio of current ccmEcnfntc for a static Frotcn; thus 

R 0 as q*- 0, 

In the limit of g2-+G, 4n~aWpv~p~v /(Zvf is the cross 

section for abscriting a real photon with polarization E and 
P 

energy VI The total Fhoto-ahecrption cross section is 

4n2cY WT 

"yp= v 

(91 

Hand26 expresses the cross section in terms cf total 

absorption cross secticns for transverse and scalar virtual 

photons, 

where 

4*, 
O- =-WT T K 
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47r2, 
(+ =--yWL S 

l-is the flux of virtual Fhotons and K -their effective 

momentum 

r=L 2E'K 

4?r2 Eq2(l-e) 

K= w%lf 
2M f 12) 

Another natural definition of these cross sections is 

the fol'lowing: 

with the virtual photon flux given by, 

F a 2E' q -t-v r-1 = - 
47? Eq2(1+) 

For convenience in the description of resonance 

pro3uction, B jcrken and Walecka have introduced the form 

factors f+,f- I and fc for the electroproduction of a finaf 

state with definite mass M. I 
J 

27 The electrcn scattering 



du 2 cos2 e/2 
dcRdE’= 4E2 sin4 8/2 

x (Ifs” + If-I”) 2M 8(W2 - <) 

) 

where tJ is the n;ass of the final state W2 = M* +2Mv -92 and 

-I* is the momentum of tbe Fhcton in the isobar rest frame. 

q*2 = q2 + M2 - q2i2 
n 

4lq 

The transfcrmaticn tetaeen these different 

functions is given by the fcllcwing: 

structure 

w1 = + u = 2 
47r o! T 

3 ( lf+12 + If 12) 6(W2 - My) 

W2=+- 
o- +u 

T S= w2 

4n a 1+v2/q2 
l+v;,q2 M If+12+lf-I + 

( 
2 2s ;, 21fc12 6(W2-MI?) 

> 
(17) 

1-b q 

2 
o- = ~wl= 
T 4,&g (I,,, + If-I”) +v2 - MY) 

flW 
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In the special case of 531astic scattering 

17 = u2/qa = q2/ 14fq2) 1 I 
4 A 

WI = ~MT G; S(ti - 2) 

W2= 2M 
GZ,+TG; 

l+7 S(2 - 2) (19) 

] $12 + f-l2 = 27 G2 
M 

,fc 2= (l+~)Gi 

(20) 

(21) 
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